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MSU participates in MSNBC 
game show
by. Kevin P. H ancock 
N ews Editor 
A faculty-student team 
participated in MSNBC’s 
game show “Rem ember 
This?” on February 4, and 5, 
winning $2,000 in student 
scholarships for MSU by 
making it to the final round 
of the tournament.
Charles Feiner of Stu­
dent Activities and students 
Ed G raf and Michael 
Roessner scored the highest 
out of about 30 MSU stu­
dents and faculty members 
who tried out for the team. 
The three competed against 
colleges from across the east 
coast in the game show 
hosted by NBC’s A1 Roker.
Out of the 64 colleges 
that participated, M SU’s 
team finished second, loos­
ing only to Villanova in the 
final round.
The MSU team first 
competed in “Remember 
This?” in the fall where they 
went undefeated in the first 
round, and advanced to the 
semifinals which were held 
last week. The team was vic­
torious in their semi-final 
matches to advance to the fi­
nal round the following day.
“They were very excit­
ing matches,” said Feiner, 
whose team won several 
matches after being down 
early. “We won a total of 7 
matches, 5 coming from be­
hind,” said Feiner.
In the final round 
Feiner, Graf and Roessner 
went head to head with the 
team from Vassar and de-
Continued on p. 3
Residence Life hopes to slow down 
vandalism with Community Help Line
u
' by Kevin P. Hancock 
N ews Editor 
The Residence Life Com­
munity Help Line, set up in the 
fall to help catch those illegally 
pulling fire alarms in the 
dorms, is now receiving in­
creased publicity in 
response to a rise in 
residence hall van­
dalism. according to 
Margaree Coleman- 
Carter, director of 
Residence Life.
“The line was
set up last semester to encour­
age people to look out for fire 
alarm pullers.” said Coleman- 
Carter. Frequently pulled 
alarms, especially in Bohn Hall 
became a major problem last 
year, but the number of those 
incidents have drastically de­
creased, according to Coleman-
Carter.
Now, an increase in the 
cases of vandalism through the 
dorms is spurring a campaign 
to increase residents awareness 
of the hot-line and the vandal­
ism that is taking place around
...people feel that if they talk to us its
tattle-tailing, this gives them an
>>
alternative.
-Lois-Tresia Smith
them, according to Coleman- 
Carter.
Coleman-Carter said that 
the help line, which was previ­
ously promoted through word 
of mouth is now being pro­
moted through fliers that are 
being distributed to all resi­
dents, and through the resident
assistants and their newsletters.
Residence Life workers 
hope that the line, which is an 
off-campus phone number that 
will still be in service in the case 
of a power outage, will help 
slow down dormitory vandal­
ism.
“It's the indi­
viduals who have 
been ripping down 
signs and other 
posted fliers who 
could be reported 
through this sys­
tem.” said Kristen Talbot, a fifth 
floor Blanton Hall Resident As­
sistant. Other forms of vandal­
ism such as graffiti and cloth­
ing theft have been problems
Continued on p. 4
Concerns over parking at MSU on the rise
by Bill M orris 
Stapf W riter
Concerns amoung MSU 
students about availablitiy of 
parking spaces on campus with 
the construction of a minor 
league baseball stadium and 
public ice arena in the quarry 
are on the rise, but unfounded 
according to school officials.
"The construction ,” 
which began last month, “will 
be limited to the quarry and will 
not significantly affect current 
parking availability,” according 
to Kathy G. Monteiro, director 
of Facilities Planning.
This project, though 
closely overseen by school of­
ficials, is a private venture un­
dertaken by Floyd Hall Enter­
prises. The land has been 
leased to Floyd Hall Enter­
prises for a period of 50 years, 
at which time the land will be 
returned and the new facilities 
will be donated to the univer­
sity.
Although approximately 
30 spaces have been lost in lot 
25, Larry Hall, who manages 
the construction project, does 
not forsee any further reduc­
tions.
Mr. Hall projects that the 
ice arena will be completed by 
September I along with a new 
parking lot to accommodate the 
facility. The arena will be open 
to the public and free ice time 
will be provided to the univer­
sity. Plans for a hockey pro­
gram at MSU are currently be­
ing discussed.
Completion of the base­
ball stadium is expected by next
February and will be named in 
honor of Montclair's own. Yogi 
Berra. This facility will rely on 
existing parking, mostiy in the 
rear lots.
“Parking is a valid con­
cern,” according to Larry Hall. 
This concern, however, is for 
availability during MSU 
games, not minor league games 
which are played mostly at 
night durning the summer. 
MSU baseball games begin
sometime in mid-March and 
are often played during the 
week at around 3 p.m.. The 
new “state of the art” stadium 
is bound to attract more spec­
tators and more cars.
Lieutenant Michael 
Postaski of Campus Police 
states that there are plans for the 
re-striping of lot 28 which will 
increase the number of avail­
able parking spaces. He also 
Continued on p. 4
Parking problems have forced many people to become creative in finding a°location Y ffife V ca r"
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News from the outside world
The week in review
(compiled from USA Today and CNN.COM by Meredith Kane and John J. O ’Sullivan)
International
ARTEAGA TAKES OFFICE IN ECUA-
DQR
Lawmakers in Ecuador named Vice President 
Rosalia Arteaga as the nation’s interim president. 
Arteaga, 40, was sworn in on national television at 
4 a.m., February 9. Ecuador’s first female chief ex­
ecutive said she plans to remain in office as long as 
it takes for Congress “to make the rules to change 
and to nominate a president.”
Former President Abdala Bucaram, 44, who 
was dismissed by Ecuador’s Congress last Thurs­
day for “mental incapacity,” gave up his presiden­
tial position on Saturday after Ecuador’s military 
announced it had withdrawn all support for him. 
He said Arteaga’s government will be a “civilian 
dictatorship.”
SWISS BUSINESSES READY TO ADD 
TO HOLOCAUST FUND
The Union Bank of Switzerland, Credit Suisse, 
and Swiss Bank Corp. pledged to set aside $70 mil­
lion fora Holocaust memorial fund. Foreign Min­
ister Flavio Cotti, who met with business leaders 
indicated they were willing to add to the $70 mil­
lion fund.
Switzerland’s three largest banks are reacting 
to the allegations from Jewish organizations, Holo­
caust survivors and their families that Swiss banks 
hoarded assets of Holocaust victims placed in the 
banks during World War II.
10 K ILLED  IN ETHNIC CLASH IN 
WESTERN CHINA
At least 10 people were reportedly killed and 
dozens wounded when about 1,000 Muslim sepa­
ratists of the Uighur ethnic minority smashed cars, 
burned shops, and beat up Han Chinese in Yining, 
as a protest of-Beijing rule.
One Chinese source said the riot was started 
by neighbors and onlookers protesting the arrest of 
a Uighur by a Chinese police officer. Paramilitary 
police and 1,000 police officers arrested 400 to 500 
people. It was the worst riot in Xinjiang since the 
1949 Communist takeover, according to one police 
officer.
National
CLINTON. GOPSET 6-POINT AGENDA
President Clinton and Republican Congress 
leaders met Tuesday to draft a bipartisan budget 
plan and a tax bill that could be passed and signed 
in a relatively short amount of time.
A working group was also assigned to. the 
following agenda:
• Drafting a tax bill likely to include Clinton’s 
educational tax breaks and Capital gains relief fa­
vored by the GOP.
• Improving schools.
• Combating juvenile crimes.
• Encouraging businesses to hire welfare re­
cipients.
• Helping the embattlement District of Co­
lumbia.
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott said the 
hour-long Capital Hill session was an opportunity 
for both groups to identify issues they can work 
together on. He said, “we’re trying to take the 
minimum number of potshots at each other and 
get on with our work.”
SIMPSON JURY AWARDS $25 M IL­
LION IN PUNITIVE DAMAGES
On Monday, the jury in the O.J. Simpson civil 
trial decided, by a 10-2 vote, that Simpson must 
pay the families of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron 
Goldman $12.5 million each in punitive damages. 
According to CNN’s legal analyst Roger Cossack, 
if Judge Hiroshi Fujisaki reviews, signs and certi­
fies the plaintiffs’judgment, and Simpson doesn’t 
appeal or put up bond, the plaintiffs can try to ob­
tain any of the former football star’s assets. How­
ever, if the "excessive damages” costs are too high, 
they can be appealed or the judge or parties in­
volved can agree on a lower payment, according 
to Cossack.
Daniel Petrocelli, the attorney for the 
Goldman family, said Simpson’s assets are worth 
$15.7 million. However, the defense said Simpson 
is $9.3 million in debt. A CNN- TIME Magazine 
investigation found Simpson’s net worth to be $2.5 
million, most of it in pension and retirement funds.
E-Mail the Montclarion at:
MONTCLARION@SATURN.MONTCLAIR.EDU
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by John Brost 
Staff W riter
At the weekly meeting 
of the Student Government 
Association, held last night, 
a bill was passed that will 
have the SG A perform a sur­
vey of the residents of Clove 
Road, three organizations 
were granted class one char­
ters, and the Jewish Student 
Union was given an appro­
priation to hold several event 
during this semester. Fi­
nally, an ad-hoc committee 
was established for the pur­
pose of reviewing the rules 
governing the Judicial 
Branch.
After the longest de­
bate of the evening, the Leg­
islature passed a bill autho­
rizing the Residence Life 
committee to perform a sur­
vey of the residents of the 
Clove Road apartments. 
The survey’s primary pur­
pose is to evaluate the per­
formance of the Residence 
Life staff working there. Ac­
cording to plan, the survey 
will also be used at a later 
date in the Residence Halls 
on campus.
Concerns were ex­
pressed by several legisla­
tors that the survey must be 
completely free of bias, so 
as not to affect the results of
the survey. Among the sug­
gestions offered to remedy 
this potential problem was to 
formulate the survey ques­
tions with the advice of ad­
ministrators and the office of 
Residence Life.
The first bills to be 
passed this semester granted 
class one charters to the Col­
lege Life Union Board, the 
Organization of Students For 
African Unity, and Players. A 
class one budget entitles 
these organizations to an an­
nual budget; which will be 
presented to and passed by 
the Legislature at future 
meetings.
The Jewish Student 
Union, a class three organi­
zation, was granted an appro­
priation of $260. This money 
will cover the expenses of the 
upcoming events; a Shabbat 
dinner on Friday, March 7, a 
bagel brunch on Monday, 
March 24, and a Passover 
service on Wednesday April 
16. All students are welcome 
to attend these events.
Finally, an ad hoc com­
mittee was formed to look 
into changing the rules gov­
erning the Judicial Branch. 
This branch remains vacant. 
The ad hoc committee will 
look at changing the qualifi­
cations of being a justice and 
at the powers of the branch.
MSNBC, cont. from p. 1
feated them to advance to a fi­
nal match against Villanova.
“This was for all the 
marbles, $20,000 bucks,” said 
Feiner of the final match with 
Villanova, who had crushed 
their previous competition. In 
the match MSU had come from 
behind again to pull within a 
few points of the Villanova 
team. The close game came 
down to the final question. “I 
was about ready to jump out of 
my seat (to celebrate)” said 
Feiner. However, an incorrect 
response to the last question by 
the MSU team gave the victory 
to Villanova.
“The crew of the show 
was pulling for us, because 
once again, we had come from 
behind,” said Feiner. “They 
kept on telling us it was just a 
game, but when it comes down
to $20,000 on one question 
yo u ’re going to be d isap­
pointed.”
Despite the loss, the team 
still won $2,000 for MSU stu­
dent scholarships.
The game show, which 
was filmed at studios on 105th 
street in Manhattan, featured 
clips from NBC news archive 
footage, that were then fol­
lowed by questions about poli­
tics and history.
“Remember This?” is in 
it’s first season and airs on Fri­
day, Saturday and Sunday at 
7:30 p.m. on MSNBC. The fi­
nals that were taped last week, 
will air sometime in the first 
two weeks of March according 
to Feiner.
“We represented the uni­
versity quite well,” said Feiner. 
“We had a blast and go a lot of 
mention for Montclair.”
Students enjoy a look at the stars 
during public telescope session
by T om Boud 
Special to the M ontclarion 
Over 20 MSU students 
and visitors enjoyed crystal- 
clear star gazing conditions at 
the February 6, Public Tele­
scope Night session in front of 
Richardson Hall. North Jersey 
Astronomy Group (NJAG)
star cluster and a globular clus­
ter. “A globular cluster is a 
dense group of 100,000 or 
more very old stars outside of 
our galaxy, whereas an open 
star cluster is a looser group of 
about 100 young bluish stars 
within our galaxy. The open 
cluster we’re looking at is 
about 1,500 light years (about
constellation’s waist) appeared 
as three distinct dots against a 
pitch black background. Open 
star cluster M37 showed as a 
patch of tiny white needle 
points. Marzullo ascribed the 
fantastic sky conditions to the 
frigid tem perature. “Cold 
weather like this clears a lot of 
atmospheric junk.” he said.
MarzulloV ice-P resi- ___________
dent Joe There was a total lack o f pollution, thanks to the sajd his 1 0 - 
Marzullo ran CQ^  w e a t foe r  However, we had to pack it in at inch Meade
the show. He
was assisted 9:30. It was getting so cold, I felt like my eye was 
by n j a g  going to freeze to the eyepiece.”
-John Miksitsm e m b e r sG e n e _____________
F a u l k n e r ,
Mark Ivanovic, John Miksits, 
and MSU Astronomy Profes­
sor Dr. Mary-Lou West.
The Thursday night sky 
watching ritual got off to a slow 
start. Sub-freezing tempera­
tures and winds threatened to 
keep skywatchers at bay, none­
theless, no sooner did Marzullo 
set up his 10-inch Meade tele­
scope did people begin to stroll 
over to the Richardson Hall 
plaza.
Marzullo began the 
evening shortly after 8 p.m. 
with a look at open star cluster 
M35. Marzullo explained the 
difference between an open
8.8 quadrillion miles) away,” 
Marzullo said.
Marzullo continued with 
views of open star clusters 
M37, M81, the Eskimo Nebula, 
the Pleiades star cluster, the 
Orion Neblula, and the constel­
lation Orion. Marzullo also 
entertained the audience with 
his CCD (Charged Coupler 
Device), which displayed en­
hanced resolution telescope 
pictures via laptop.
Technology aside, the 
ideal sky conditions translated 
into excellent sightseeing. 
Through Marzullo’s 10 inch 
Meade telescope, Orion’s belt 
(linear star formation at the
telescope was 
standard size 
for am ateur 
astronomers.
-------------------- “Not only do
larger telescopes cost more 
money, but their size makes it 
harder to carry around and set 
up,” Marzullo said. Marzullo 
added that larger telescopes 
also necessitate climbing a lad­
der in order to reach the eye­
piece, which makes viewing 
harder for small children.
Public telescope meets 
every clear Thursday night at 
8 p.m. in front of Richardson 
Hall. Anyone wishing further 
information about MSU’s Pub­
lic Telescope Night can call the 
NJAG Starline at 614-9220, or 
Dr. Mary-Lou West of the 
MSU Physics Department at 
655- 7266.
Recycle your Montclarion!
STEVE HOCKSTEIN/HARVARD STUDIO
Director of Student Activities Chuck Feiner amd Student Ed Graf and Michael Roessner with 
host AI Roker on the set of Remember This, an MSNBC game show.
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Phi Sigma Sigma remembers 
one of its founding sisters
By M arie Benson
From February 7-15, white rib­
bons are being placed on the trees across 
MSU in remembrance of one of Phi 
Sigma Sigm a’s founders, Michelle 
Stacey Friedman, who died at MSU on 
February 12, 1991 from Asthma com­
plications.
It was Michelle, along with 19 
other women, who made it possible for 
Phi Sigma Sigma to be the first national 
sorority at MSU in 1988. Michelle was 
very active outside the sorority. She was 
a member of the Ski Team and Conser­
vation Club.
Phi Sigma Sigma was honored to 
initiate M ichelle’s mother, Mrs. 
Maureen Friedman, into the Epsilon
Theta chapter at MSU. Mrs. Friedman, 
even long after her daughter’s death, 
continues to work hard within the chap­
ter and be part of something that was 
very important in her daughter’s life. 
The sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma are very 
proud to make her a part of the Phi Sig 
pyramid that her daughter helped estab­
lish.
To show Michelle continues to be 
part of Phi Sigma Sigma, the women of 
the Epsilon Theta chapter are going to 
wear white ribbons over their hearts to 
signify that even though Michelle is 
gone in body, her spirit still remains 
close to their hearts forever. In Phi Sig 
love, Michelle Stacey Friedman will al­
ways be remembered.
Alabama state fights funding 
homosexual groups
by C ollege P ress S ervice 
ATLANTA— Alabama should 
not have to fund gay or lesbian student 
groups, the state argued in federal court 
Jan. 28.
Tom Parker, Alabama assistant 
attorney general, asked the 11th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals to uphold a 
1992 state law that bar public funds for 
campus groups that “foster or promote 
violation of the state’s sodomy and 
sexual misconduct laws.”
Last year, a federal judge struck 
down the law as “naked viewpoint dis­
crimination” that violated the First 
Amendment by limiting sexual discus­
sions on campus.
But Parker told the three-judge
panel that the court had ruled prema­
turely.
“This is not protected First 
Amendment speech when you’re ad­
vocation of a criminal statute,” he said.
The American Civil Liberties 
Union challenged the law on behalf of 
the Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance at 
the University of South Alabama.
“Lesbian and gay students 
should be able to meet and discuss 
their common interests like everyone 
else,” said Matt Coles, and ACLU at­
torney who argued the case. “Colleges 
should be a place of open discussion 
and equal opportunity.”
The panel did not indicate when 
it would rule on the case.
Come join the Montclarion!
General Meetings are held 
Tuesdays at 4 p.m.
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PARKING, Cont. from fro n t page
notes that parking violations have de­
creased dramatically in the past two 
years. In 1996, campus police wrote 
10,010 parking tickets. That is down 
from 17,338 in 1994 and a high of about 
30,000 tickets a few years earlier.
He sitghts the addition of manned 
guard booths at all campus entrances as 
the major contributing factor for this de­
crease.
Students must have a valid park­
ing sticker to enter campus by car and
*'« iVl *V V» t V- ttmf .«< ta: .» * t *‘l r' f  ,
Lt. Postaski feels that this has deterred 
students from parking illegally. Al­
though parking stickers are not new to 
this campus, their requirement to enter 
it is. Manned security booths began last 
fall and since then, the number of park­
ing stickers sold (for $75 a piece) has 
skyrocketed. According to Judy 
Bissell, Head Clerk of the Cashier’s Of­
fice, there were more than 12,000 stick­
ers sold so far this year. That is about 
2,000 mroe than were sold in all of 
1996.
HELP LINE, Cont. from p. 1 
that are plaguing the dorms, accord­
ing to Residence Life officials.
Residence Life also hopes that 
people will be more willing to call the 
line, since it is confidential. “I think 
people feel that if they personally talk 
to us it’s ‘tattle-tailing’, this gives 
them an sai^ Lois-Tresia
Smith, a forth floor Blanton Hall R.A..
The Community Help Line 
number is (201) 746-0371 and is in 
service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
All calls to the line are strictly confi­
dential and are answered by a record­
ing machine. Callers are not required 
to reveal their identity when calling 
the help line.
the tit-ip rinc.
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Educational Testing 
Service GMAT is a 
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Graduate 
Management 
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Professional Opportunity For Faculty
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evaluate essays online for the Graduate Management 
Admissions Test — GMAT.
Applicants must currently teach, or have recently 
taught, university-level courses in which writing and/ 
or critical thinking skills are important.
Readers will be trained to apply scoring criteria in an 
online environment and will receive an honorarium 
plus per diem travel expenses to a local scoring 
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For more information, con tact Jill Bentley at 609- 
406-5382. Online information and application at 
http://www.ets.org/spotosn.htmE
THE WOMEN STUDENTS1 ORGANIZATION
meets weekly on Tuesdays @ 2pm 
in Rm 420 of the Student Center
If you can not make this meeting time or 
would like more information, please call 
Rebecca Hernandez @ 655-5004 
Jodi Kastel @ 655- 5051 
or
Naomi Tellez @ 509-7753
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Parallel Lives: A lecture on heroines In fiction
by V ictoria T engelics 
Stafp W riter
L iterature and movies influence the way people live and think from a very early age, as evi­
denced by the growing controversy over 
what children watch on television or 
read in their books. Dr. Dierdre Glenn 
Paul from the Department of Reading 
and Education Media gave a lecture on 
the difference in the depiction of black 
heroines in children’s books versus the 
depiction of white heroines on Febru­
ary 6, 1997 at Kappa Delta Pi’s third 
annual spring lecture.
Dr. Paul started the lecture by hav­
ing the audience stand up and talk to the 
person next to them about the most in­
fluential book that they have read, the 
point being that books are very power­
ful influences in our lives and society. 
Dr. Paul then spoke about a study she 
conducted from 1990 to 1994 of 32 
children’s and adolescent fiction books 
on the best selling and the critically ac­
claimed lists from 1965 to 1990. In 
half of the books the protagonists were 
white females and in the other half, the 
protagonists were black females.
The study led to some interesting 
findings about how girls from different 
cultures are portrayed in children’s and 
adolescent literature. Ten out of sixteen 
of the black heroines came from single 
parent homes while eight of the sixteen 
white heroines came from homes where 
the families still together, also the black
girls were more likely to be living in 
homes that were poverty stricken. On 
the issue of how the girls perceived 
themselves, white heroines’ ideas of self 
concept centered around their weight 
whereas the black heroines’ ideas of self 
concept centered around their race.
Dr. Paul’s study gives insight 
into how society affects the depiction 
of characters in books and how it can 
affect the readers and society. 
Children’s and adolescent fiction tends 
to mirror adult fiction in most cases, 
however unlike adult fiction with 
women protagonists, in all the books 
studied the girls were not portrayed as 
victims.
Instead, they were portrayed as 
powerful characters that did not give in 
when faced with issues of inequality and 
personal strife. Towards the end there 
was an open discussion session that led 
to talk about the problems facing read­
ers and writers of children’s and ado­
lescent fiction.
Due to changes in the publishing 
industry, there has been a decrease in 
the number of children’s and adolescent 
fiction especially those written by black 
authors because of the fact that publish­
ers only publish authors they know are 
going to sell that write about topics they 
think are going to sell.
Another point that was discussed 
is that what sells in the movie theaters 
and the book stores is not always the 
true portrayal of a cultural group, al­
though there may be some truth in what
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Dr Dierdre Glenn Paul lectures talks in Kappa Delta Pi’s third annual spring Lecture
is written they tend to give a one sided 
view of african-american life as violent 
and pathological as in such movies as 
Boys In the Hood and Menace to Soci­
ety. This view influences the way 
people who are not in that culture view 
them even though that view is distorted.
Most of the students that at­
tended the lecture were Reading and 
Education Media majors, however, 
there were also students from other 
majors who also found the talk insight­
ful and educational. The audience 
found the lecture engaging and were 
eager to talk to Dr. Paul about her work. 
The lecture helped to make people 
aware of the differences not only be­
tween the two cultures, but in the way 
they are perceived in society as a whole. 
Dr. Dierdre Glenn Paul is a professor in 
the Reading and Educational Media if 
you are interested in learning more 
about her study or about children’s 
books.
FBI agent visits MSU discusses career with class
by V ictoria T engelics 
S tale W riter
H ave you ever wondered what an agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) really 
does? They are portrayed in the movies 
and on television, but that does not give 
you the real story. On Tuesday, February 
II , the students in Dr. George 
Z ilbergeld’s Public Personnel 
Administration class got the real story 
from agent Brian Taylor of New York’s 
FBI office.
Taylor has worked for the FBI for 
the past thirty years, twenty of those as 
an agent. He is a supervisor and oversees 
the New York bureau’s nine organized 
crime squads.
The Federal Bureau of 
Investigation has been in existence since 
1908 and was directly  under the 
Department of Justice, now however, it 
is a separate entity. It is the job of the 
FBI to investigate federal crimes and
crimes against the country after they 
occur. It is “not in the job of protection,” 
their job is “to gather the facts. ” It is 
divided into two major divisions: the 
criminal division and the foreign counter 
intelligence division. The criminal 
d i v i s i o n  
investigates 200 
federal violations; 
this division is 
divided yet again 
into branches 
such as organized 
crim e, violent 
crim es, white 
collar crimes, and 
drug branches. “The Cold War is not 
over,” Taylor warned the audience. This 
is why the Foreign Counter Intelligence 
division is very important, they keep an 
eye on what other countries are doing 
and keep them from stealing our defense 
and economic secrets. They also have 
an international terrorism branch and a 
branch that deals with national terrorists.
Agents can specialize in any field, there 
are technical agents, airforce, 
surveillance, linguists, and many others. 
Taylor stressed the fact that the FBI 
“does not make the laws or prosecute 
people,” agents bring information to the 
US Attorney who 
in turn decides 
whether they have 
enough facts and 
then the case goes 
to a grand jury. 
“D on’t get an 
interpretation of 
the FBI from 
television,” Taylor 
cautioned, agents “don’t have the 
percentage or expectation of violence 
as of some cops.”
An FBI agent has to be a United 
States citizen, be 23-35 years of age, 
have a Bachelor degree (at the least) and 
2-3 years work experience in the field 
you graduated with. The first step to 
become an agent is to fill out an initial
application. The next step is to come in 
for a recorded interview with 2-3 agents. 
If you pass that, a written exam is 
administered and there is another more 
m eticulous interview. One more 
extensive application is filled out, the 
bureau does a thorough background 
check (they talk to everyone who knows 
you), a drug test, a polygraph test, and a 
physical. After all that, if you happen to 
be one of the 200 to 500 agents that are 
picked each year, then you move to the 
FBI training facility in Quantoco, 
Virginia.
The audience was most interested 
in Taylor’s work with organized crime; 
the United States has approximately 500 
organized crime groups from the most 
notable Sicilian crime families, to 
groups from Russia, Asia, and Vietnam. 
In response to some of the most recent 
attacks on the FBI’s actions in Ruby 
Ridge and other events, Taylor said “We 
are human and we make mistakes....we 
do not make the same mistakes twice.”
The FBI “  does 
not make the laws or 
prosecute people” 
Brian Taylor
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T he MSU Emergency Medical Services Foundation, in its first semester as a Class IFI organi­
zation of the SGA, has a full schedule
of EMS and health related program­
ming. Tuesday nights schedule included 
guest speaker M ichael J. Scala, 
NREMT-P, a New York City paramedic. 
Mr. Scala spoke to the Foundation mem­
bers about the steps involved in becom­
ing an Emergency Medical Technician. 
He also told the group of some of his 
personal experiences working for the 
worlds largest and busiest EMS System. 
Afterwards, students had the opportu­
nity to ask questions and speak with the 
paramedic on an individual basis.
The EMS Foundation is receivingj,-;c
outstanding support from the local vol­
unteer ambulance squads. On Tuesday, 
February 18th, Cedar Grove Ambulance 
and Rescue Squad will be giving an in­
troduction to rescue operations. This 
program will be interesting for those 
who already know about rescue, and for 
people curious about getting started in
EMS. The Cedar Grove Rescue Truck 
will be on campus for students to see 
first hand the equipment used to ex­
tricate victims from mangled vehicles 
and other life threatening entrap- 
ments.
On Thursday the 20th, a group 
of EMT’s will be going to the Uni­
versity of Medicine and Dentistry of 
NJ to attend the University Hospital 
Lecture Series seminar entitled “Bum 
Care- From initial Response Through 
Recovery.” .
The evening will include dinner 
and a tour of the University Hospital 
Level I Trauma Center. This class is 
worth 3 continuing education credits 
for EMT’s. The following week will 
be a presentation on Aeromedical 
Evacuation with the crew of the NJ 
State Police Medevac helicopter 
Northstar.
The foundation is also holding 
CPRandC.E.U. classes here on cam­
pus for students, staff and faculty. It 
is also working with the Department 
of Campus Safety and Security and 
the Health Center to promote Emer- 
gency awareness here at MSU.
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C.L.U.B. General membership meeting, 
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Commencement Singers Auditions. 
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Women Students' Organization meetings 
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Amnesty International Meeting. 11a.m.
Student Center rm 408.
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THETA XI
Congratulates their new Associate Members!
Dave Benyola 
Eddie Daniels 
Shane Davison 
Anthony Marsico 
Delroy Meredith 
Jim Murphy 
Raymond Saez 
Keenyn Washington
Good luck men, make us proud!
THETA XI IS A CLASS IV ORG. OF THE SGA._____________________
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Log On
So, when are those computer labs open? The good news is that Aca demic Computing has put this 
info on line,http://www.montclair.edu/ 
Pages/ACT/ACTLabs-Schedules.html. 
The bad news is that you need a com­
puter to access the schedules! Some­
times we have to use the low-tech (or 
no-tech) method to convey information.
Still haven 't selected that 
Valentine’s card for your favorite 
someone?You can send a digital Valen­
tine from http://www.worldvillage.com/ 
cards/, or go for Animated Messages, 
http://208.204.14 .192/. And how about 
a free electronic bouquet? Use E-bou- 
quet, http://www.800send.com/eflower/ 
These flowers never fade and don't need 
to be watered! Best of all, you can make 
your selection, send it, and it arrives in­
stantly in the recipient’s electronic mail­
box. No stamps, no fuss - just point-and- 
click.
Star Wars mania is sweeping the 
country again. A fellow from the Neth­
erlands has created a Star Wars ASCII 
Art Page which can be found at http:// 
www.stwing.upenn.edu/starwars/multi/ 
swascii.txt. What’s ASCII?It’s Ameri­
can Standard Code for Information 
Interchange,it defines a standard way for 
representing characters on computers. 
(You remember Dr. Boyno mentioning 
this, right?) ASCII art is designs created 
using the characters/symbols on your 
computer keyboard. It looks relatively 
simple, but is time consuming.
MSU has a sizable adult student 
population. It’s tough being back in 
school, working, and raising a family. 
Found a useful resource. Parent Soup,
by Rita Bronnenkant
http://www.parentsoup.com/. Includes 
advice from the baby expert, alternative 
medicine, IRS and tax info, comedy 
zone, and parent poll.
Where is a computer when you 
need one? I recently surveyed the Essex 
County suburban libraries to see who 
has Internet access. Belleville, 
Millburn, Montclair, and West Orange 
have free public access where you 
handle the computer. East Orange, Or­
ange, Livingston, and Roseland have 
access, but the librarian handles the 
computer. Morris County is very techno­
current! The Morris Automated Infor­
mation Networks links 32 municipal 
public libraries plus the Morris County 
Library,http://www.gti.net/main/.
What are the top 100 books of the 
century? Waterstone’s, a bookseller in 
the UK, polled its customers to find out 
their picks, found it at http:// 
www.waterstones.co.uk/century.htm? I 
was surprised by some of the nominees 
and by some that were absent from the 
list.
Have you been harassed on line? 
If so. how did you feel about it? A new 
organization, WHOA (Women Halting 
Online Abuse), seeks to discourage ha­
rassment of both men and women on the 
Net. Find out at http://whoa.femail.com/ 
There’s even a mailing list for those 
wishing to discuss the topic.
I have met a few "characters” on 
line, but I cannot say that I have ever 
been harassed. I also must admit that I 
don’t hang out in chat rooms where most 
of this behavior takes place.I'm too busy 
trying to read all 100 of those books. 
TTYNW.
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1  f i t  I V  W  w l v l t f l r
by students of the Cooperative Education
Program
by Stephanie Pereira 
Staff W riter
W hat would you say if some one offered you the oppor tunity to spend a semester 
away from Montclair State University, 
in a world of fantasy and make be- 
lieve, while still earning college 
credit? This experience would provide 
you with a job, that you actually en­
joyed and looked forward to, and a 
chance to meet people from all over 
the world. You would probably think 
that it was too good to be true! How­
ever, through Cooperative Education 
there is such an opportunity. It is called 
the Disney College Program. The pro­
gram allows students from colleges 
across the United States, and around 
the world, to live in Florida, on the 
Walt Disney World property, and work 
at the theme parks. The program also 
includes a learning experience that 
consists of business seminars, Disney 
style.
When I decided to find out about 
the program last fall, the media around 
campus said that it was a total living 
and working experience in a setting 
like no other. I interviewed for the 
program but had no idea exactly what 
was in store for me until I got there. I 
expected to go to work everyday, at­
tend my seminars, and live like I live 
at home. I found I was wrong. There 
was so much more to it. I almost feel 
guilty accepting credit for the semes­
ter I spent in Walt Disney World. I 
learned so much about life that I will 
cherish always. Of course the experi­
ence was not all fun and games. The 
work hours were longer than I am used
to and the seminars were not to be taken 
lightly.
I worked nights, so I had my 
whole day to spend touring the parks 
and exploring the forty-four square 
miles of Disney property, laying out in 
the sun and enjoying the Florida life. I 
would work at night and socialize with 
friends afterwards .The other partici­
pants in the program were typical col­
lege students with typical college inter­
ests and styles.
The Walt Disney World program 
is not just about college credits, it is 
about experience. It is a chance to get 
into the real world and see what’s in 
store for you. A chance to live on your 
own, and to make your own decisions. 
It is about adjusting to life in an apart­
ment with five roommates, all of whom 
have different personalities that make 
it work. It helped me to learn the skills 
needed to work in a company that is far 
more famous than can ever be said.The 
program for me was so appealing be­
cause I am a commuter student who 
wanted to get away from it all to live 
on my own to do things the way I 
wanted to. The Program changed my 
life.
I cannot say a negative thing about 
it, except that it was very sad to see it 
come to an end. I made many friend­
ships that I believe will last a lifetime. 
I left Florida this past January with so 
many new ideas and a great addition to 
my resume.
Recruiters for the Walt Disney World 
College program will be e on campus 
Thursday February 20 at 11:00 a.m. in 
the Student Center, room 419. I urge 
you to the information session- it may 
be the best experience of your life.
Theta Xi Fraternity donates new flag to MSU
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION
The Brothers of Theta Xi national fraternity pose with the new flag they donated.
T imothy M. Casey 
Photography Editor
T he Brothers of the Gamma Mu Chapter of Theta Xi National Fraternity donated a new Ameri­
can flag to Montclair State University 
last week. The flag was promptly raised 
on the flagpole between Mallory Hall 
and the Student Center.
"We felt that it was our patriotic 
duty to do something about the flag that 
was up for the past few semesters,” said 
Michael Bleeker, an alumnus of Theta 
Xi. "I have a lot of pride in America, 
and felt something had to be done.” 
The Brothers bought the new flag 
after receiving permission from Joe 
Fornarotto, Building Operations Super­
visor, who is responsible for the flag­
poles near the Student Center. He in­
formed the fraternity that it was custom­
ary to have a flag donated when neces­
sary, usually by a veteran’s group.
“The flag that was up was dis­
graceful,” commented Andrew 
Huntoon, a member of the fraternity. "I 
don’t understand why the school
wouldn’t take care of the flag them­
selves. They leave it up all night and 
during inclement weather. The least 
they could do is put a spotlight on it at 
night. This is a state school, it’s time we 
show some respect.”
The former Hag was torn at the 
seems and faded. There is currently no 
light on the flag, which is left out at 
night.
“That flag is an icon of our coun­
try. The manner in which we treat it is 
indicative of how we see ourselves, and 
how we see America. It makes the cam­
pus look better to have a new, brightly 
colored flag on display,” said Bleeker.
“People get all up in arms when 
they see people burning flags, but when 
a torn or faded flag is left neglected, no­
body bothers to lift a finger, that’s where 
we (Theta Xi) decided to step in and do 
something,” added Huntoon.
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“Paralegals will play an 
important role in alleviating 
the burden of high fees."
I am considering minoring in 
Paralegal studies, but I don’t 
know exactly what paralegals 
here they work.
The tasks paralegals 
performances depend largely 
on the area of law that 90% of 
all paralegals work in are: litigation 
(more than half represent this category), 
corporate, real estate and estate 
planning. Because litigation is the 
resolution of 
disputes between 
two or more 
parties that are 
enforceable in 
court, the 
responsibilities
of paralegals in this field are heavily 
weighted toward lawsuits and the court 
system.
Corporate, real estate, intellectual 
property and labor law are other areas 
where paralegals can practice their 
profession where their duties don’t 
revolve around the courtroom.
Approximately 15-20 percent of 
all paralegals work in corporate law 
which involves among other things, 
incorporations, mergers and partnership 
m atters. Less than 15 percent of 
paralegals work in real estate law and 
fewer still in intellectual property (such 
as trademarks and patents) and labor 
law.
There are dozens of other fields of 
law that provide potential employment 
opportunities, including aviation, 
entertainm ent, health care, public 
benefits, sports and tax to name a few. 
The future holds great promise for the 
paralegal profession.
As consumers continue to demand 
affordable legal services, paralegals will 
play an important role in alleviating the 
burden of high fees. The profession is
ahead-ye
Qposition-, 
the resum
AX J L i
still evolving and many changes lie 
t change is opportunity.
I understand that I need to 
write a letter to send with my 
resume when I apply for a job 
. How is this letter different from 
e? What should be in the letter? 
There are several reasons for 
using a cover letter with your 
resum e when applying for 
positions. Let’s keep in mind that 
employers receive 
many resumes on a 
daily basis. Your 
goal is to have your 
resume read and not 
be treated as junk 
mail.
Your cover letter is the personalized 
factor in your presentation and it is your 
opportunity to make a good first 
impression. Remember, when the 
envelope is opened your cover letter is 
the first thing to be seen.
The following are some of the 
key points to include when preparing 
your cover letter:
-Address to a person whenever 
possible, ideally, the person who makes 
hiring decisions.
-Use paragraph one to state your 
reason for interest in the position.
-Highlight in paragraph two the 
skills and accomplishments you have 
that match the position you seek.
-Include information relevant to 
the position you’re seeking or the 
company to which you are applying, to 
show that you have done your 
homework.
-Be accurate, concise and direct 
maintaining a balance between 
professionalism and friendliness.
The Career Services library is 
located in room 104, Student Center 
Annex. Stop by when you can!
by Karin M urphy, V al W inslow, Student Center were discussed.
and Craig Sheppard Another issue that was addressed
________ Staff W riters_________  was better advertising of campus
B agels and coffee will abound on events to let students know that campus February 19, when commuters life doesn’t end when the classes do. parking on Clove Road are Some of the planned events are a free 
greeted by friendly faces offering free screening of Daylight with Sylvester 
breakfast. The “Bagel Breakfast” for Stallone in Calcia Auditorium on at 
commuters will begin at 7a.m. and is 7:30p.m. and a Comedy Show in the 
sponsored by the Commuter Student Ratt sponsored by C.L.U.B. at 8p.m., 
Association. both on February 19.
CSA planned the event at the All commuters are welcome to 
February 6 meeting where topics such voice their opinions and concerns at the 
as better lighting in the parking lots, next CSA meeting, being held on 
campus buses not functioning, and the February 19 at 5p.m. in the Student 
possibility of a Commuter Room in the Center, room 415.
NJCWW explains five-legged frog
by Bill G uardino 
Staff W riter
W alking around campus last week, perhaps you noticed the small, green pictures of 
five legged frogs posted around the uni­
versity. Many students stared in amaze­
ment at this grotesquely deformed am­
phibian who seemed to be found every­
where. This five-legged frog was part 
of New Jersey Community Water 
Watch’s attempt to promote its first gen­
eral meeting of the Spring semester, 
where students volunteered for river 
cleanups, stream walking, and Water 
Education.
Believe it or not, there is a story 
behind the little guy. Two summers ago, 
it was brought to the attention of local 
officials in Minnesota that school chil­
dren were capturing and collecting de­
formed frogs from nearby rivers and 
streams. This prompted biologists to 
begin a statewide search for similar 
cases. Scientists found that 54 of the 87 
counties had deformed frogs. Biologists 
hypothesize that because frog eggs are 
laid in the water, they are more vulner­
able to toxins and chemicals which af­
fect the hatchlings.
If it can happen in Minnesota, it 
can happen in New Jersey. In October 
1996, a five-legged frog was brought 
into Mount Holy school where it was 
examined by tenth grade biology stu­
dents. Named “Fred” by the students, 
the frog was very normal, hopping 
around and croaking. In fact, the only 
thing special about it was a fifth 
useless appendage which hung down 
from its abdomen area. The frog died 
after about three weeks in captivity.
Though biologists are doing sur­
veys of the entire state, scientists are 
still baffled by the source of these mu­
tations. Effects of water pollution are 
directly shown by amphibians and can 
help us to target problems of water 
contamination before the effects on 
humans are made apparent. This is 
why the work of volunteer 
organizations such as New Jersey 
Community Water Watch are so vital. 
The constant testing and watching of 
our state’s waterways will hopefully 
deter the dumping of toxins and the 
appearances of “Five Legged Frogs.”
Student Alumni Association announced
by Liz V oltman 
Staff W riter
T he Alumni Association recently invited students to share in a night of fun at the Alumni 
House, where the formation of a new 
campus group known as the Student 
Alumni Association was announced.
“We hope that the SAA will 
provide its members with experiences 
that will enhance their education, as 
well as
opportunities to 
meet alumni, 
faculty, and staff 
of Montclair State 
University,” said 
the Director of 
Alumni Relations 
Hollie Stephens.
The night started out with a 
pleasant dinner and progressed to a fun 
game of MSU trivia, hosted by 
Stephens.
School-spirited prizes such as 
prepaid alumni phonecards, umbrellas, 
and mugs, not to mention some dorm 
room essentials, had everyone on the 
edge of their seat shouting out answers.
However, this evening was about 
more than good food, fun, and prizes. 
It was about awakening these and other 
interested students to the obvious, but 
often times overlooked, connection 
between alumni and students.
“The link between alumni and 
students is very important. These are the 
people who were here before us and 
they helped pave the way for us by
providing many of the advantages that 
we enjoy today. One day we’ll all 
become part of MSU’s alumni, which 
is why it is important to keep the 
tradition going. Then when we graduate, 
we will be remembered as well as 
appreciated,” said Colleen Wright, 
Alumni Relation’s co-op student.
One way to learn more about the 
Alumni Association, which is such an 
integral source o f M SU’s private 
funding, is to get 
involved with their 
u p - c o m i n g  
phonathon.
The money 
students raise by 
phoning alumni 
helps fund
s c h o l a r s h i p s ,  
programming, and 
equipment that MSU couldn’t afford 
otherwise.
This fundraising event will be held 
at the Continuing Education House, 
located at 10 Normal Ave., from Feb. 
17-20 on through Feb. 24-27.
“As a new organization, I hope to 
draw on students’ enthusiasm and ideas 
for programming and activities, and 
therefore, students will become 
involved in projects that will bring 
alumni closer to M ontclair’s 
undergraduates,” said Stephens.
To get involved with the Student 
Alumni Association or the Alumni 
Phonathon,or for more information 
contact Hollie Stephens at 655-414 1, or 
stop by the Alumni House, located at 
34 Normal Ave.
“One day we’ll all 
be alumni of 
MSU” Colleen 
Wright
J A r t s
Entertainment Thursday, Feb. 13, 1997
Maria Ryan shines in Theatre Series’ The Rose Tattoo
Come Blow Your Horn hits all the riqht notes
by D aryn A llyn Strauss 
S taff W riter
T onight MSU MainstageTheatre Series will premiere Tennessee Williams’ The Rose Tattoo, the 
first production of the Spring 1997
semester.
After habitating in Sicily, Will­
iams, inspired by the scenery and cus­
toms, constructed The Rose Tattoo. Set 
in a multi-cultural American town 
somewher along the Gulf Coast, the fo­
cus is Serafina delle Rose, an early 
middle-aged widow, and her 15-year-old 
daughter, Rosa.
Williams does not delay before 
shoving the first obstacle in the charac­
ters’ faces. Within the first twenty min­
utes, Rosario delle Rose dies in a car 
wreck, stagnating his wife, Serafina’s 
pregnancy. Three years later, she is still 
obsessed with her dead husband and her 
decline into a grief-stricken depression 
is marked by erractic, manic bursts and 
a lack of self-honor. Publicly humiliat­
ing Rosa and harassing everyone around 
her, Serafina broadens the generational, 
pubescent gap and drives Rosa into the 
arms of an older American sailor.
Kudos to both the scenic and 
sound designers in establishing the aura 
required for such a production. The
house set designed by John Figola is 
brilliantly framed by a pastel colored 
backdrop with drooping trees erupting 
from the corner of the proscenium arch. 
Contributing as well to the mystical aura 
is the authentic Italian music that un­
derscores the dialogue. Also notable is 
Robin McGee’s superb costuming. De­
batable however, was the over-exagger­
ated contrast between 12-year-old Rosa 
and her 15-year-old counterpart. As a 
twelve year old, Rosa was dressed in 
pigtails and Converse sneakers; as a fif­
teen year old (played by the same ac­
tress, Jennifer Rogoshewski) in form­
fitting dance dresses.
Serafma, the central character, is 
portrayed wonderfully by BFA Acting 
major, Maria Ryan. From the dimming 
of the lights through curtain call, Ryan’s 
performance was impressive and pas­
sion filled. She was the only actor who 
maintained a quality Sicilian dialect 
throughout most of her performance 
(she lost it when she cried).
Rogoshewski’s Rosa, on the other 
hand, was mechanic with programmed 
expressions, particularly, the distracting 
and uneffective quivering lips. When 
she announces in grief that her papa is 
dead, she draws on canned emotion and 
the moment dies with Rosario.
The other central 
character, Alvaro 
(played by Dennis 
Russo), does not enter 
unfortunately until very 
late in the show. Apart 
from an accent straight 
out of the “Marlon 
B ra n d o /C o r le o n e  
School,” Russo is very 
competent. Director 
Dennis Lee Delaney 
should be applauded for 
this casting... Russo is 
approxim ately two 
heads taller than Ryan, 
which accentuates 
Ryan’s demure nature 
and in turn, his mascu­
linity.
Of the Italian vil­
lager chorus, Danielle 
Lanzerotti was a stand 
out. Sassia Hochberg, 
another village lady, 
seemingly just followed 
along through the scene 
with no emotions, just 
latching on to the ac­
tions of others. Although 
physically right for the
lUNHH Ub'U UN P. 1J----------
STEVE HOCKSTEIN/HARVARD STUDIO
Matthew Kawczynski (Jack Hunter) & Jennifer 
Rogoshewski (Rosa delle Rose) rehearse The Rose Tattoo.
trayal of this smooth talker who makes empty “cam­
paign promises” to the women in his life.
One of Alan’s women is the pretty actress Peggy 
Evans who “takes acting classes from Felix Unger.” 
Well cast in the role is Leyda Torres who brings 
warmth and charm to her character.
Connie Dayton, played genuinely by Celestina 
Prochilo, is the woman who steals Alan’s heart but 
can Alan commit to marriage?
Sean Hale shows his talent as the shy brother 
Buddy who blossoms into a reflection of his suave 
brother Alan. It is a comical transformation worth see­
ing.
Bill Beck gives a commanding performance in 
his role as Mr. Baker. Beck’s booming voice and 
scorching tone is a cross between Rodney Dangerfield 
and Don Rickies.
Damaris Adamo, gives the most impressive per­
formance in her role as Mrs. “let me sit a minute” 
Baker. Adamo’s comically authentic character voice 
is a combination of Julie Kavner’s Marge Simpson, 
Rhoda and The Nanny's Fran Drescher. Adamo’s pol­
ished physical business brings great comic life to her 
character and is seen in every moment she is on stage.
Costumes, well done by Kayte Seigle, add ter­
rific color and period style to the production.
Come Blow Your Horn is an entertaining comi­
cal production with a talented cast worth seeing.
Performances run February 13-15 at 8 pm with
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Wills and Beck rehearse for Come Blow Your Horn, 
a 2 pm matinee on Feb. 15. Sarah Gilbert will play 
the role of Connie Dayton and Judi Lipschitz will play 
the role of Peggy Evans on the Saturday matinee.
by M ichelle Folger 
Staff W riter
P layers production of Neil Simon’s, Come Blow Your Horn, opens in the Student Center Annex tonight, February 13.
MSU Alumni, Christopher F. Miguel, directs this 
60s comedy about the life of a bachelor living in New 
York. The bachelor, Alan Baker, is played by Jason 
Wills. Wills delivers a fine performance in his por-
Torres comforts Hale in Come Blow Your Horn.
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New Line’s In Love and War, an unrequited love story
by Dennis D eM ercurio 
Sports Editor
0 ne need not know Earnest Hemmingway nor his works to enjoy this tragically 
romantic film by New Line Cinema, 
Richard Attenborough’s In Love and 
War, starring Chris O ’Donnell and 
Sandra Bullock, (as was apparent from 
the people seated behind me who said, 
as the final credits were rolling, “that 
was the same guy as the writer?”)
The story takes place in Italy dur­
ing the final months of World War One. 
A young, barely eighteen year old 
Hemmingway (O’Donnell), working 
for the Red Cross, is shot while rescu­
ing a wounded Italian soldier. He’s 
taken to a nunnery far from the front 
lines where he is tended to by 26-year- 
old Agnes Von Kurowsky (Bullock), a 
Red Cross nurse. Hemmingway is im­
m ediately taken with her. Von 
Kurowsky has also caught the eye of 
the Italian Army M ajor Dominico 
Caracciolo. While it is appearant the 
Agnes is also taken by Earnest (Earnie), 
she withholds herself due to the fact that 
she would be immediately sent back to 
the United States for fraternizing with 
any patient. She rebuffs Hemmingway, 
and allows Dominico to escort her 
around Italy.
It is not long before two of 
Hemmingway’s fellow volunteers and 
friends, Henry Villard and Jimmy 
McDougan find themselves in the hos­
pital as well. Henry has jaundice while 
Jimmy as suffered terribly at the hands 
of a white phosphorous attack, leaving 
him burned and wrapped like a mummy.
In Henry, Hemmingway sees him 
as competition for Agnes’ love, and 
while the three of them are on an out­
ing, Earnest makes a childish remark, 
pushing Agnes away from him. It is 
only until after a death in the film, that 
Agnes and Earnest succumb to their 
feelings for one another.
Their bliss is not to last for long, 
however, as Hemmingway is ordered to 
return to the States, and Agnes to the 
front lines. One of the most touching 
and pivitol scenes, is after their last night 
together, Hemmingway departing on a 
train, shouts his affection for Agnes, and 
asks her to repeat it to him. She does, 
but her “I love you” is drowned out by 
the train’s whistle blowing.
As the months pass, Agnes begins 
to question her feelings for Earnest, 
fooling herself to believing that perhaps 
it was just the moment, the circum­
stance, that made her fall for 
Hemmingway. She begins to court the 
doctor, Dominico, again. Soon the war 
ends, and she has to decide whether to
Bullock in Hemmingway’s In Love and War.
ALEX BAILEY/NEW LINE
T H E A T R E  S E R IE S
D epartm en t o f T he a tre  and D ance
-presents-
THE ROSE TATTOO
by
T e n n e sse e  W illia m s
Februa ry  13, 14, 15, 20, 2 1 ,2 2  a t 8 pm 
F eb rua ry  16 & 21 at 2 pm
M E M O R IA L  A U D IT O R IU M
C all (201) 655 -5112  fo r rese rva tions
NEW LINE PRODUCTION, INC.
Chris O'Donnell and Sandra Bullock, In Love and War.
stay in Italy and accept 
Dominico’s wedding pro­
posal, or return to the States 
and accept Hemmingway’s 
proposal. Her choice is 
heart-breaking.
I won’t give away the 
entire ending, suffice to say 
that Hemmingway, based 
on this experience, may not 
have become the prize win­
ning author he was because 
of Agnes’ choice.
In Love and War 
brings forth many emotions 
and themes, one of the stron­
gest being to tell those in the 
here and now how you feel 
about them, for they may not 
be around forever. Another 
one that really struck a nerve 
(and brought me to tears, I 
will admit) is that in this life, 
always take the chance, go 
with your heart, so that you 
won’t have to spend the rest 
of your life wondering how 
different things might have 
turned out if you hadn’t, as 
both these character may 
have done.
With Valentine’s Day approach­
ing, I strongly recommend seeing this 
wonderful film with some you love.
think you love, or think you could love 
someday. To quote Hemmingway and. 
Agnes, “I love you...and I’ll love you 
forever.”
HOLY WEEK: A Monastic Experience
March 26-29
1997
Single men aged 18-40 are invited to pray 
and reflect during the most solemn week o f  
the Church year with the Benedictine 
monks of St. Marys Abbey.
For more information and a brochure 
call or write:
Br. Paul Diveny, OSB 
St. Mary’s Abbey/Delbarton 
230 Mendham Road, Morristown, NJ 07960 
201-538-3231 ext. 2111 
e-mail: kmanno@ gti.net
S h o rt A tten tion  Span CD R eview s
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by J ohn J. O ’Sullivan 
Managing Editor
Various Artists, Jackpot! The Las Vegas Story 
(Rhino) ******
All I have to say is this: IT HAS DANKE 
SCHOEN ON IT! You know, the song by 
Wayne Newton from “Ferris Bueller’s Day 
O ff’ that Ferris sung on the float! Yeah, that 
song! When I discovered this disc in Erin’s 
desk drawer, I knew that it had to be mine. I 
put it on my CD player, turned on “Danke 
Schoen,” and started dancing around the of­
fice! You know the words, “I recall, Central 
Park in Fall/When you tore your dress/what a 
mess/I confess/that’s not all.” There’s a whole 
bunch of other cheesy Las Vegas songs on it, 
like “The Lady is a Tramp,” “I’ve Gotta Be 
Me,” “T hat’s Amore,” “My Way,” “I t ’s 
Delovely,” and more! It’s done by all of the 
original artists like Mel Torme, Sammy Davis 
!r., Eartha Kitt, Robert Goulet, Liberace, and 
et us not forget Englebert Humperdinck! This 
TD is Vegas! I know I must sound like an TV 
1 -800” commercial, but this is just a really fun 
^D—get it for your collection. You will blast
MARINA CHAVEZ/MERCURY RE
Redd Kross, Show World (Mercury) *******
Okay, it’s ear candy, but I can deal with it. Redd 
Kross is another one of those “Let’s be the Beatles” 
bands, not unlike that of Liam and Noel Gallagher’s 
Oasis. Hell, the main musicians behind Redd Kross 
are both brothers: Jeffrey and Steven McDonald. Jef­
frey McDonald has that nasally Beatles McCartney/ 
Lennon sound, and more than one song has that 
“Sound from Liverpool.” But it works. It’s kitschy 
Brit-synthesized pop, with a harder edge. My favor­
ite track off of it, "Follow the Leader,” is a catchy 
tune with definate pop sensibilities. The beat reminds 
me of the Beavis and Butthead soundtrack, but the 
song itself is really catchy, and I've had it stuck in my 
head for the past four days. The lyrics are a little 
strange (from the words that 1 can understand) "I'm 
waiting for the right guy/I'm so tired of using mail- 
nien/Or could it be a special girl/I’m just looking for 
the leader of the world.” The cover art reflects the 
androgynus nature of some of these lyrics-—I swore 
that Steven McDonald was Stephanie McDonald! Re­
gardless, its a great album.
JAMES MINCHIN/MCA RECORDS
The Why Store, The Why Store (MCA) ****** 
The Why Store’s self titled debut has been 
around before we were sent this.little gem last week, 
r ow if any of you remember the single that
102.7 FM was playing for awhile called 
“Lack of Water,” but if you do remember 
it, you’ll remember their folksy sound. 
This CD is a lot different than the others 
this week due to its extensive use of the 
acoustic guitar. The Why Store offers a 
softer, more folksy sound to its melodies, 
where Redd Kross has a lot more harder 
edge. I liked "Lack of Water” and “Bro­
ken Glass,” especially for the lyrics. “Lack 
of Water” appeals to the “I have to get 
away from everything/’Walden”’ mood 
that I’ve been in lately with lyrics like, 
“Shelter is a place that I would like to be- 
hold/Betterget to getting before I get old.” 
“Broken Glass” is a more punchy song, 
and I love it for it’s harder playing of the 
acoustic. All in all, it’s a good album. If 
you like folk music, like Neil Young or 
Alro Guthrie, it’s sort of like them with a 
dash of Tabasco. They are worthy ofhav- 
ing their stuff on the air.
An evening of Live, beer, and Tom at the Stone Pony
by Erin Perry 
A rts Editor
Here at the Montclarion, as a gen­
eral rule of thumb, we try to keep so­
cialization to a bare minimum, concen­
trating our efforts on being dedicated, 
professional journalists. But when our 
editor-in-chief asked me to go to a Live 
concert at the Stone Pony last Tuesday, 
I decided this would be the perfect op­
portunity to learn a bit more about our 
fearless leader, with an added bonus of 
seeing Live... live.
Our journey began with a car ride 
to the mecca of a town known as Brick 
(complete with a Walmart), where little 
Tommy aspired to one day run a stu­
dent newspaper. I was greeted by a 
group of people, claiming to be Tom’s 
family, who served as great pre-concert 
entertainment. Then I was treated to a 
home cooked meal made by Grandma, 
which is like Christmas for any college
student, and a candy bar for dessert from 
Grandpa... ‘cause I finished all my din­
ner. Afterwards Tom took his favorite 
pooch, Bailey, for a short run and then 
we were off to the show.
Driving to the Stone Pony, Tom 
played tour guide and I got to see the 
town of Asbury Park, a monumental 
moment for any Springsteen fan. Finally 
we made it to the club but had to wait 
outside for at least an hour. This gave 
all of the freezing and anxious Live fans 
time to reminisce and tell fishtales of 
previous shows they had seen (Tom has 
seen them four times).
Walking inside I felt like I stepped 
into someone’s basement and grew ex­
cited to be seeing Live for the first time, 
in such a small club. Tom and I ad­
journed to the beer tent to await the 
opening act of Portion, rumored to be 
Ed’s brother’s band. Unfortunately 
however, Tom and I forgot where we
were and missed the entire opening act, 
due to a highly stimulating and intellec­
tual conversation we were having.
At last Live took the stage (Chad 
Taylor: guitar; Edward Kowalczyk: lead 
vocals, guitar; Patrick Dahlheimer: bass, 
background vocals; Chad Gracey: 
drums, background vocals) and Tom 
pulled me through the mobbed masses 
of moshers and crowd surfers to get a 
better view. Promoting their new album, 
Secret Samadhi (due out Feb. 18), Live 
treated the sold out and energetic crowd 
to many of their new songs including, 
“Graze,” “Century,” “Ghost,” “Un­
sheathed,” “Turn My Head,” “Freaks,” 
"Heropsychodreamer,” “Rattlesnake,” 
and “Insomnia and the Hole in the Uni­
verse.” The new songs still have the 
same sound and powerful lyrics Live 
had made popular with their last album, 
Throwing Copper, but the new album 
seems a bit heavier and darker. During
the released single, “Lakini’s Juice” (Se­
cret Samadhi) Kowalczyk disappeared 
into the crowds and emerged back on 
stage shirtless which Tom says is typi­
cal. Live also played some old tunes 
(possibly prompted by the screaming 
fans: “play something we know!”) from 
their second album, Throwing Copper, 
including “Iris,” “Lightning Crashes,” “I 
Alone,” and “Stage Waitress.” They 
closed their short hour and a half set with 
another single off Secret Samadhi, “Gas 
Hed Goes West,” but it was difficult to 
concentrate on the lyrics with Tom slam­
ming and moshing into me.
The night would not have been 
complete without a stop at Tom’s favor­
ite rest stop on the parkway and even 
though he almost lost an arm at a toll 
booth, we both made it home alive. Live 
gave a great show and I have to admit 
that it was better than sitting around like 
a maniac for the rest of my life.
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de Kooning’s “Late 
Paintings,” at MoMA
by A manda M c.Hale 
S taff W riter
illem de Kooning: The 
Late Paintings, The 
1980s, co-organized by 
the San Francisco Museum of 
Modern Art and the Walker Art 
Center in Minneapolis, is currently 
on view at The Museum of Modern 
Art in New York, and is the last stop 
on its international tour.
From the onset this exhibition 
has been controversial, primarily be­
cause the body of work highlighted 
was executed in the years preceding 
de K ooning’s diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s disease. A debilitating 
and degenerative illness, 
Alzheimer’s progressively dimin­
ishes the physical and mental capaci­
ties of the individual, and in de 
Kooning’s case, could have a major 
impact on his painting abilities. So 
central was the importance of aes­
thetic coherence in de Kooning’s late 
works to the curators of the show, 
that they organized a panel to deter­
mine if and when the disease affected 
his work. It was agreed upon that the 
works executed after 1988 showed 
a marked decline, and in 1990 de 
Kooning put down his brush and 
stopped painting altogether. It is per­
haps unfortunate for the viewer that 
only paintings completed between 
1981 and 1987 are included in the 
exhibition, as it would be interest­
ing to judge between works that the 
experts deem aesthetically coherent 
and those that they conclude are less 
so. However, many of de Kooning’s 
late paintings are really quite won­
derful to look at, and the question of 
his artistic capabilities after a certain 
point in time doesn’t seem to matter- 
much when one is walking through 
the galleries.
Willem de Kooning is most 
noted for his earlier works, the so- 
called, "Action Paintings,” and be­
long to the Abstract Expressionist 
school of painting, which include 
such artists as Jackson Pollock and 
Arshile Gorky. Forty years after that 
landmark movement cam his late
paintings of women.
It is not unusual for an artist’s 
late works to differ so greatly from 
earlier ones. The most notable ex­
ample is the work of Henri Matisse, 
whose early Fauvist paintings uti­
lized thick brushstrokes and bold col­
ors, contrasted with his later use of 
more simplified cut-outs and collage 
as a means of expression. In de 
Kooning’s case, he has moved from 
the depiction of figures in an ex­
tremely expressive manner to com­
pletely non-representational works. 
No object or idea can be identified 
within these late paintings, because 
the focus for de Kooning now is the 
use of color and form.
Paintings from 1981-1982 uti­
lize techniques reminiscent of his 
earlier works, with the use of a darker 
color palette and visible, moving 
brushstrokes. However, as de 
Kooning begins to clear and identi­
fiable, but retain their boldness all the 
same. A good portion of the paint­
ings are stark views: bleak, white 
canvases with undulating, colorful 
lines and curves.
But others are much more in­
volved. and in my opinion, are the 
most successful paintings in the 
show. For example, "Untitled VII” 
(1986) is an non-representational 
view of curved lines executed in the 
primary colors on a white back­
ground. At certain points, these 
curves connect and overlap, and are 
highlighted with a luscious vermil­
ion red. One can speculate on what 
ideas or feelings are being repre­
sented here, but the placement of ver­
milion in soft, triangular shapes, in 
contrast to the vibrating yellow and 
blue curves, reminds me of sex, and 
in particular, the female sex and 
anatomy. But it is possible that an­
other viewer may see something 
completely different in this painting, 
and all of de Kooning’s late works. 
This is one of the great things about 
this show, the viewer is not forced 
into experiencing anything outside of 
the painting. This exhibition is on 
view until April 29.
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role, Maria Diaz as Assunta was difficult to understand, which was primarily the 
result of a lacking Italian accent.
Other memorable roles: Estelle Hohengarten, the Marilyn Monroe-esque 
blackjack dealer played by Jennifer Weaver; Flora, the red-haired Southern belle, 
played by Susanne Furda; Father De Leo played by Tim.Capalbo. The most no­
ticeable of these... Susanne Furda, whose brassy voice echos painfully through 
the sound system., If she could gear her sarcasm in a realistic way and tone down 
her decibel level, she would create a very humorous character.
There are three reasons to nee The Rose Tattoo: Maria Ryan, the stage de­
sign, and the live goat that garners, a,cameo. ,
“ Y o u ’r e  S i t t e r  O n  ñ u s  
O r  Y o u ’r e  O f f  ñ u s . ”
Thursday, Feb. 13
Art Forum Lecture Series presents 
in d ep en d en t film m ak e r E ric  
Bross, 3-4:50 pm, Calciarm. 135.
MSU Theatre Series presents 
The Rose Tattoo, 8 pm, Memorial 
Auditorium, student adm ission 
$5, future show times? x5112.
Players presents Come Blow Your 
Horn, 8 pm , S tu d en t C en ter 
rm .126, student adm ission $2, 
future show times? x5159.
Friday, Feb. 14
Buster Poindexter & His 
Banshees of Blue at The Bottom 
Line, more info? (2 12) 228-6300.
Saturday, Feb. 15
Senior recital, Amy Connolly, 
soprano, 7 pm, McEachem 
Recital Hall.
For more information, 
contact Erin or Jodi at x5169.
Sunday, Feb . 16
Collage II coffeehouse presents, 
Phil Micciche, classical guitar, 
6-8 pm, more info? 655-9090.
M onday, Feb . 17
N erf Herder at M axwell’s, 
more info? 798-4064.
Tuesday, Feb . 18
W MSC 90.3 FM presents 
The Best o f Salsa, Mercngue & 
Bachata with Dj. Miguelito,
5-7 pm, request line x4256.
W ednesday, Feb. 19
DeDannan/Mollys at The 
Bottom Line, more info?
(212) 228-6300.
Looking to start a career in Banking? Why not start off the 
year right with Valley National Bank, one of the leading Com­
mercial Banks in the Northern NJ area. Currently, we are look­
ing to fill several entry level full & part-time positions. If you 
are a motivated individual who takes yourfuture seriously, then 
we’d like to meet you!
* TELLER POSITIONS (VARIOUS LOCATIONS) * 
* CLERICAL OPPORTUNITIES (WAYNE) *
* CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
(WAYNE) *
Qualified candidates should have excellent customer service, 
organizational, & clerical skills to be considered. Some posi­
tions call for good figure aptitude & some PC skills.
Along with a pleasant working environment & plenty of op­
portunity for growth, we offer full time employees a full ben­
efits package which includes tuition reimbursement, 401 (k) 
savings, paid vacations, & paid holidays. Part time employ­
ment includes paid holidays, paid vacations, & 401(k). All in­
terested candidates can call or visit our Human Resource Dept, 
located at 1455 Valley Road in Wayne.
•>>. r¿ l-¿¡ ■ ' A d  'V  • : •
Phone # (201) 305-4033 or 1-800-522-4100 Ext. 4244 
f Fax # (201) 633-0098
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Black History Month: A time to honor 
past and present African-Americans
H istorically, when blacks were enslaved and forced from their native land 250 years ago by a few self-indulgent European capitalist 
supporters, the lives and cultures of many blacks, 
non-blacks, and their families were destroyed. The 
primary purpose of slavery was cheap labor and high 
profits at any cost. Racism was used as a vehicle or 
tool to justify slavery and the exploitation of Afri­
cans. A true capitalist is an opportunist and will ex­
ploit anything or person to turn a buck. As cold as it 
may sound, it’s bottom line, for wealth is their pur­
pose in life. Yes, the process of enslaving Africans 
was purely economic and not racist. Africans were 
brought to the US under the banner of capitalism. 
They were subjected to the most deplorable and de-
grading conditions ever bestowed on man. Many 
Africans died during the long journey to the Ameri­
cas aboard crowded, inhuman slave ships. Once they 
reached their location, Africans were forced to work 
for free at hard labor to make life better for those 
who enslaved them and profited from their labor. 
Blacks were viewed as property, things, and animals 
that had no feelings, soul, or rights.
Our goal is to focus on the positive contribu­
tions of African-Americans. Many of the images the 
public is shown of African-Americans are negative. 
Let us contribute in celebrating the achievement of 
our great ancestors.
Michaela Macauley 
Business Major
Student offers some com plaints and
solutions to M SU
In my two semesters at this university, one thing has always seemed so ridiculous to me: our park ing system.
First of all, why is it that the parking lots are not 
closer to the dormitories? For instance, the nearest stu­
dent lot to Freeman Hall is lot 30 (the strip on Carlisle). 
And during the day, that lot is usually full.
I have had days where 1 have had to go into town 
for an appointment and came back to find no avail­
able parking close to my dorm, Freeman Hall. I had to 
park all the way in lot 26 and walk all the way to Free­
man (not like the buses are ever around in the day­
time). This situation gets even worse if you are trying 
to rush to a class. Most likely, you will be serverely 
late since you wasted all of your time finding a space.
I am offering a solution to this problem: modify 
the parking system. By this I mean, set up seperate 
lots for residents and commuters. Also, have a code 
for each dorm. Set aside lot 5 for Freeman. Lot 17 for 
Stone and Webster, and lots 18,-19, 20,23 for Blanton 
and Bohn. The rest of the student lots can be for the 
commuters. They do not live here, why should they 
be allowed to park by our dorms?
Now some of faculty readers might be wonder­
ing why I would suggest lots 5, 17, and 19? Well the 
fact is that all too many times we have been late to 
classes or even missed your classes due to having to 
park our cars. And if you are thinking that we don’t 
need cars, you should try taking my 110 mile journey
parking problem s
home to Camden County on foot!
My other concern with the parking is how easy 
it seems for Campus Police to slap a ticket on your 
windshield for illegal parking. The lot that gets hit the 
hardest is lot 5 (behind Freeman Annex). The students 
that park in this lot probably live in Freeman and had 
the intention to move their cars at a later time. Last 
Sunday, I had just come back from my house (which 
is a two hour drive). 1 was very tired and it was rain­
ing. Plus it was 11:30 pm and 1 had luggage to bring 
in. I parked behind Freeman with the intent to move 
the car in the morning. I came out to move it and there 
was a ticket on my windshield.
These cold and unfeeling practices by the Cam­
pus Police are even harder on students with health 
problems, such as migrane headache sufferers. One 
never knows when a migrane will strike, and some­
times they are too servere to drive or walk back to 
your dorm (you could pass out on the way). So if you 
park your car close by with the intent to move it later, 
you will still get a ticket. I know of a student this hap­
pened to; he appealed the ticket and his appeal was 
denied.
My point is that with all of the students that pay 
tuition into this university, the least they could do for 
us is let us park our cars close by. They could also try 
not to be so hard on us with the tickets.
William J. Gibbs, Jr.
Biology Major
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M ontclarion M ailbag Letter Policy
• All letters m ust be typed and no longer than 250 words. Letters exceeding this length 
will be ed ited  to 250 w ords.
• P lease keep  letters to a single topic w hich is relevant to the issues at hand.
• O nce received , letters are property  o f  the Montclarion and may be edited for length,
content, and libel.
• Letters w ill not be prin ted  unless they are signed, include the au th o r’s nam e, major, 
phone num ber, and social security  num ber. The last two item s will be used for 
verification  only.
• O nly one letter by an au thor will be printed each m onth.
• Letters and e-m ail m ust be subm itted  by M onday at 6 :00 p.m . Any correspondence 
received  after this tim e will not be considered  for publication in that w eek 's  issue.
• C orrespondence m ay be subm itted  through e-m ail to navettaj@ alpha.m ontclair.edu 
or sent to The Montclarion , A ttn.: Editorial Editor, M SU , 113 Student C enter A nnex, 
U pper M ontclair, NJ 07043.
ENOUGH I. ENOUGH
Graffiti, fire alarms, and ripping dowüBliers, posters, and bulletin boards are 
ju st a few of the problems that on-campuBidents and Residence Life have to deal 
with. Now, students have the opportunitÆelp stop these problems - and problem 
children.
Most resident students obey the r u l e »  some don’t. The rule-breakers know 
that they won’t get caught and that if does see them, that person probably
will just walk away rather than confront til After all, if someone is cursing out and 
threatening an Assistant Manager or b u i»  director, imagine what they would do 1  
to a "regular” resident. Residence Ufe r e »  that this is the problem and has come 
up with a solution. I
The Office of Residence Life has set upBifidential, 24-hour a day, 7 days a week 
Community Help Line, If you see anyone »k in g  a rule or committing a crime, you 
can now call and tell what happened, w iBt using your name. Hopefully this will 
encourage more people to report the crim »ey witness and the perpetrators will be 
reprimanded and /or removed from cam ® ousing.
This is a positive step, but not the onBd will make the most difference. Resi- 
dents and students on Ibis cam pus need Bop acting like high school students. The 
problem begins and ends with each onB us that attends MSU. Those who are 
pulling fire alarms, vandalizing the residB halls, and generally disrespecting the 
cam pus (and those on the campus) musBp. Those who don’t commit these acts 
m ust have zero tolerance for the people \Blo. Point them out, yell at them, or call 
and report them on the new hotline. ThBo it because they believe they can get 
away with it. We m ust prove them w ron g l
Our safety is threatened in more w ays I 1 one when criminals holds the “I won’t 
get caught" belief. Smaller crimes like vaiB sm lead to harassment of residents and 
staff members, threats, and eventually nB violent crimes. False fire alarms nega­
tively affect the reaction time of both fire» and police. This is both unacceptable 
and unsafe - and preventable. I
So, if you see someone committing an B 'a l  you know is wrong, at least call the 
Community Help Line. Residence Life is B ^ its part to try and make this a better 
place, and now we should do ours. Let’s B  a message to the perpetrators, harass- 
ers, vandals, and future criminals at MSÏ enough is enough.
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The secret to real success at MSU
'm just like you. 1 enjoy reading the Editorial sec 
tion of the Montclarion for it’s frequent tails of 
raw deals and hearing the echoes of outraged stu­
dents voicing their opinions. But it occurred to me that 
there was something missing from this semester's 
Montclarion: the voice of those students that we all 
come in contact with everyday who are having the time 
of their lives at MSU. I should know -  I’m one of 
them.
I know this because I started from scratch last 
fall as a transfer student. I didn’t know a single per­
son, wasn't familiar with the campus, and had no clue 
how to get to Chapin Hall. But 1 was determined to 
make the most out of my newfound campus. I am dedi­
cated to my studies and was extremely satisfied with 
the MSU Psychology Department, found an unlim­
ited resources in the computer labs as well as the li­
brary, and moved into a comfortable dorm room in 
Blanton Hall which 1 now call home.
Antics in the 
Forbidden Zone
by Madam Ant
((
W ell, any idiot could have predicted this one — O.J. Simpson was found liable in the deaths of Nicole Brown and Ron Goldman, 
and the hue and cry of the black community is that of 
no justice for a black man in the white man’s world. 
Oh, puh-leeze! Isn’t it strange that when this creepy 
bastard skated on charges of committing the brutal 
butchering of those two poor souls, the black commu­
nity rallied around him, claiming that, at long last, a 
black man did find justice in the white justice system? 
That wasn’t justice, that was a largely black jury ig­
noring some of the strongest physical evidence ever 
produced in a court of law and finding a savage
slaughterer not guilty (not _____________________
innocent-big difference) of 
a most gruesome slaying 
solely because of his skin 
color.
Well, kids, you can’t 
have it both ways. Either 
the justice system works, or
it doesn’t. The Butcher of Brentwood is the luckiest 
human being on the planet Earth, and should be thank­
ing his lucky stars that he isn’t spending the rest of his 
pathetic life in jail. I know he's guilty, he knows he’s 
guilty, the world knows he’s guilty. Would an inno­
cent man mortgage his mansion to the hilt, stash most 
of his assets in banks in Ireland and the Isle of Mann, 
and start crying poverty if he wasn’t planning for the 
inevitability of the “liable” verdict? I don’t think so.
Then that big, dopey has-been, Rosey Grier, 
sticks his two-cents’ worth in. I couldn’t believe my 
ears when I heard a news report the other morning 
that o f Rosey was a-fussin’ and a-frettin’ that his 
bestest buddy, having been tried in a civil court, was 
the victim of double jeopardy! Duh, Rosey, it’s only 
double jeopardy when one is tried twice on the same 
criminal charge, not once in criminal court and once 
in civil court. Big Guy, if you don’t know what you’re 
talking about, then keep your big yip-yop shut. You 
only come off looking and sounding ignorant if you 
try to preach about that which is out of your realm of 
expertise. Stick to what you do know, Roosevelt, mail­
order preaching and needlepoint, you stupid gobshite!
It’s not just the educational aspects that have 
made my stay at MSU great. I am content with my 
social life too. I met the sweetest girl and started a 
relationship, joined Theta Xi National Fraternity which 
provided me with lots of support as well as a social 
foundation that expanded my interests. I even joined 
the SGA as a legislator this semester, so that I can 
help students get the most out of their university ex­
perience.
This is not a fluff column. This is how I genu­
inely feel. I love this place! Obviously, everything at 
MSU is not perfect, but that doesn't stop me from 
trying my best to get the most out of my college years 
since they're not going to last forever. I know many 
of you will gripe that I am unrealistically optimistic, 
but I probably won’t be interested in your gripes -  
I’m too busy having a great time!
Justin Abramowitz
Psychology major
This OJ trial was 
both fair and just
No, all the money in the world won’t bring Ron 
and Nicole back to their loved ones, but the survivors 
surely must take satisfaction and comfort in the knowl­
edge that the killer is being held accountable, even if 
he’ll never see another day in jail and quite possibly 
will never pay a cent of the damages. One must keep 
in mind that only the Goldman family asked for dam­
ages. The Brown family asked for nothing but the 
public acknowledgment of Simpson’s culpability in 
their daughter’s death and they finally have that. 
Maybe now the judge who gave custody of Sydney 
and Justin back to their father will rethink her deci­
sion and remove them from that sick household. Even
____________________ thought the Browns stupidly
put those kids in the spot­
light for profit, the Brown 
home is a far healthier en­
vironment to raise small 
children in than in the lair 
of a cold-blooded murderer, 
even if he is their father. Be­
sides, didn’t the O.J. put the kids on public display 
outside of the Rockingham estate, selling lemonade 
and subjecting them to the press and curiosity-seek­
ers? That's a healthy environment for young children 
So, before you Simpsonites here on campus del 
uge the Montclarion with angry rhetoric, remembe 
this, no one ever got a fairer trial—civil and crimi 
nal—than O.J. Simpson. There was an overwhelm 
ing amount of evidence, Simpson lied on a number o 
points, and everyone walked on eggshells to ensure 
that he was tried fairly. Also, remember the two ju 
ries. The “criminal” jury came to court on delibera 
tion day with their bags packed, their minds made up 
and arrived at their decision in three measly hours 
The “civil” jury deliberated for 17 hours over the 
course of a couple of days and asked for key portions 
of testimony and evidence to be read back to them 
They, at least, put some effort into their unanimous 
decision.
So there you have it. Racial polarization because 
of a hack ex-football player/second-rate actor, once 
again. Live in denial, believe what you want, but in 
O.J. Simpson, a guiltier man was never born.
...no one ever got a 
fairier trial than 
O.J. Simpson...”
Want to respond to something in this section? E-mail navettaj@alpha.montclair.edu. See the
Montclarion Mailabg Policy for more details
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NO: The ROTC discriminates against homosexuals
by G reg G eiger 
Editorial W riter
t the end of last semester. SGA 
voted to allow ROTC back 
onto campus; overriding Presi­
dent Amy Fisher's veto of the bill. 
Fisher was opposed to the bill due to 
the discriminatory nature of the US mili­
tary. According to state legislature, no 
state funding can go to discriminatory 
organizations. Furthermore, university 
policy prohibits the sanctioning of such 
groups; thereby denying access to uni­
versity funds and affiliation. In other 
words, if ROTC is discriminatory, it le­
gally cannot be part of the SGA nor 
MSU.
The legislators who proposed the 
bill to allow ROTC back onto campus, 
denied the existence of discrimination 
within military guidelines. In relation 
to sexuality, they shielded ROTC behind 
the insulting, "don't ask, don't tell” 
policy of the Clinton Administration. In 
the minds of the legislators, requiring a
US citizen to hide their identity in order 
to serve their country, does not seem to 
entail bias of any sort.
I would accept this policy if all 
military soldiers and officers were re­
quired to hide their sexuality. This is 
obviously not the case when hetero­
sexual soldiers, on leave, visit strip bars 
and avoid prosecution. Career military 
officers 
are a 
lo w e d  
to live 
w i t h  
t h e i r  
spouses.
Whether marital or casual, sexuality 
does not seem to interfere with military 
morale. If sexuality is not distracting 
when it's expressed between a man and 
a woman, one must ask why it would 
be when it’s between two people of the 
same sex. This leads to the argument 
that straight soldiers aren't ready to deal 
with gay soldiers, thereby undermining 
morale and cohesiveness. There was
also a time when the military segregated 
its soldiers along color lines in the name 
of morale, but that practice was ceased 
because it was finally realized to be 
dicriminatory. The United States Con­
stitution does not respect immaturity 
within its citizens or offices, when such 
an attitude infringes upon the rights of 
another.
S ince  
ROTC is 
discrimina­
tory, the
SGA is 
sending a 
bleak mes­
sage and it's willing to go against both 
state and university regulations in order 
to do so. Their actions suggest that the 
interests of some students outweigh the 
concerns of others. Regardless of their 
intent, the SGA effectively sanctions the 
biased regulations of the American mili­
tary system by not denying ROTC in­
volvement on campus.
The environment the SGA is cre­
ating is uncomfortable for gay students 
on campus. I personally feel my Stu­
dent Government isn't concerned with 
my civil rights. They have the opportu­
nity to take a stand, and are unwilling 
to do so. Also, having the ROTC on 
campus is the antithesis of the celebra­
tion and forum that took place on Octo­
ber 11, for National Coming Out Day. 
On that day, the university visibly sup­
ported the identity of some of its mem­
bers. Administrators spoke positively 
towards a more healthy expression of 
diversity and the Pride flag was raised 
in celebration of that moment. This pro­
gressive atmosphere is shattered by the 
validation of an organization with anti­
quated notions of who is equal and who 
is not.
One university, by itself, cannot 
make a difference in changing the bias 
within our military. If more universi­
ties, however, denied ROTC access the 
pressure might encourage change. Even 
if it didn't, the conscience of American 
citizens might rest more easily.
“Since ROTC is discriminatory, 
the SGA is sending a bleak 
message...”
YES: Banning the ROTC denies opportunities to all
by Jean-M arie N avetta 
Editorial Editor
A fter a months of scandal and strife, the SGA was able to get back on track at the end of last semester and make some serious deci­
sions. One of those decisions was to support bringing 
the ROTC back to the MSU campus. The original vote 
was vetoed by President Amy Fisher, but later over­
turned by the more student-oriented legislature.
This decision raises a number of questions, 
namely the issue of whether or not the ROTC is a 
discriminatory organization because of the military's 
policy of "don't ask. don’t tell" for homosexuals. - 
The answer to this is an unequivocal no -  and people 
shouldn't just believe me because I say it. but be­
cause the facts of what the ROTC is dictate it.
In an interview with Major Formica, who 
works with the ROTC program at Seton Hall, it be­
came clear that the ROTC provides services and 
opportunities to students that the SGA should work to 
bring to the MSU campus. And all students are able 
to participate in what the ROTC offers. He explained 
that for the first two years of involvement in the ROTC, 
there is absolutely no commitment to join the mili­
tary. During this time, students may pursue whatever 
other campus activities they want, such as being a 
member of PRIDE or of the Republican Club. They 
are offered opportunities for various types of train­
ing, such as Mountaineering and Airborne school. With 
these programs*.students are provided with chances 
to travel which most pf them would not otherwise 
have. In the words of Major Formica, "It's more than 
marching around and putting on camouflage."
But unfortunately, this is not the side of the 
ROTC that opponents such as SGA President Amy_ 
Fisher would have students see. Nor would critics tell 
people that the ROTC at Seton Hall has been there
since 1895 sponsoring events such as the Ranger Chal­
lenge Team or games against other ROTC sports teams 
from the East Coast. And opponents probably wouldn't 
mention that the ROTC has a color guard which per­
forms at school events or puts on a drill ceremony 
each year. And surely they wouldn't tell people that 
the ROTC participates in volunteer projects and 
fundraising drives for charities.
Major Formica was also more than forthcoming 
when questioned about homosexual students partici­
pating in the ROTC. To reiterate, he explained that 
anyone can take the first two years of ROTC training 
without committing to the military, and that no ques-
“All students are able to 
partiepate in what the 
ROTC offers.”
tions are asked about sexual orientation. If after this 
time students are qualified to continue, there will still 
be no questions about sexual orientation. However, 
the ROTC and its cadets must follow the laws set up 
by its Commander-in-Chief, Bill Clinton. That means 
that if a student, after signing a contract to continue 
ROTC and fulfill a military commitment, decides to 
become or continues to be openly gay, then there will 
be a problem. Part of the military’s policy is "don’t 
tell" and when recruits sign a contract they are sub­
jecting themselves, regardless of political or persqp.al 
beliefs, to the rule and laws of the; Uniform Code of 
Military .Kistice. In short, while in the military one s 
personal life should be kept in private, but if it be­
comes public (whether it is wearing earrings or being 
gay) it will be judged on and dealt with.
The ROTC provides students with opportunities, 
leadership, the chance to become an officer in the mili-
tary, and adds a variety of other assets to the campus. 
Still, it was decided in the past that MSU will not sup­
port ROTC recruiting on campus because of its policy 
towards homosexuals in the military. Ironically, while 
the university would deny the ROTC the right to ac­
tively recruit on campus, it allows Army National 
Guard solders to attend classes here, and Marine re­
cruiters to set up tables in Residence Halls and the 
Students Center to recruit. Perhaps this was a fact that 
President Fisher missed when she made her rash, ill- 
informed, and symbolic veto. It seems as though 
Fisher and MSU are willing to take the military’s 
money and use its protection for national defense, but 
refuses to support its presence on campus. That 
sounds like a slap in the face to military personnel.
And even if, in the end, people continue to op­
pose having the ROTC on campus because of the 
policy on gays in the military, is denying opportuni­
ties to students to readily learn about what is avail­
able to them through the ROTC justified? It sure 
sounds like discrimination to me. And it doesn’t seem 
that in sanctioning this, Amy Fisher is living up to the 
SGA promise of "students serving students”. Isn’t there 
a less discriminatory way for people to work to change 
the policy that isn’t at a cost to students? Based on the 
hundreds of forms of activism I’ve seen, there are sev­
eral that are more effective -  and less symbolic.
Perhaps Major Formica summarized the situa­
tion better than anyone else has. He explained that 
people are supposed to have a choice and because of 
this.the ROTC-needsto be around. People should be 
able to choose their bwn path,.and if we deny this; 
"The same thirig people are afrtffd to have happen to 
them, they are willing to do to others." That is what 
real discrimination is all about, and unfortunately SGA 
President Amy Fisher, the University Senate, and sevj 
¿fail others on-campus are'more than w i l l i n g  to'tfojust 
that to the defenders of their freedoms and liberty.
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SENIOR COMMITTEE
Meetings held from 11 a.m.-l p.m.
on Mondays in the 
YEARBOOK OFFICE
Room 111, Student Center Annex.
Call 655-4346 for more information.
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An Exercise In Logic
by Ed Flannery 
I’m Going T o Cotillion
If you are flying uphill in a 
canoe and the wheels fall off, then 
how many pancakes does it take to 
cover a doghouse?
Give up yet?
The answer is fifty five because 
ice-cream has no bones.
Right now you may be asking 
yourself, “How the hell was I 
supposed to figure that out? I'm only 
in college.”
It is all a matter of simple logic. 
First off, remember that snakes don’t 
have arms and even if they did, vests 
don’t have sleeves. (Snakes love 
vests, but that is between you and 
me and Klaus.) Now you probably 
get it.
Furthermore, if you have ever 
tried swimming down the street and 
you happened to bang your liver on 
a chunk of electricity, you would 
only be able to fit eleven Stop signs 
in a magical lake. Possibly twelve
if you just got the doors ripped off 
of your motorcycle.
Now here is where it starts 
to get a little bit tricky. Clowns 
simply don’t cry because you can’t 
get milk from a rock without the 
password. Ask my roommate for 
it, but good luck because he won’t 
tell me. Heartless Bastard! 
Speaking of which, speaking of 
what, who me, huh, no, okay.
Back to the subject, I never 
won at Operation when I was a 
kid. Sorry, I just needed to say that 
and have it heard by someone, 
anyone, thank you.
If your mom coughs up an 
entire chicken, boiled or sparkling, 
chances are, your canoe is a late 
model, notorious for losing it 
wheels at key moment, such as 
when you are flying uphill. I have 
a headache now. Dogs, don’t like 
pancakes anyhow, so I would 
suggest waffles myself. 
Unfortunately, I don’t have 
anymore room.
S a m e
X M o t l d .
D i f f e r e n t  T a k ,
th e
DAILY
s h o w
with
CRAIG KILBORN
Free Tickets!
CALL 212/560-3135
Taping in M anhattan Monday thru Thursday at 6pm.
t o r s  i V . O O f *
every n»9w ' «
D i l b e r t
by S c o t t  Adams
IT  WAS DISCUSSED 
AT THE. PROJECT 
R EVIEW  WEETIN&.
YOU D ID N 'T  
IN V IT E  ME TO 
THAT MEETING.
--------VT
p
O ID  YOU 
ACCOMPLISH 
A N YTH IN G  
TH IS  WEEK?
I  t r a in e d  THE 
BATS WHO LIVE 
I N  MY CUBICLE 
TO JUGGLE  
MUSHROOMS.
HEY, THAT'5 A U N IO N  
JOB. PUT I T  DOWN OR 
I'LL FILE A GRIEVANCE.
I'M  ONLY MOVING IT  TEN 
FEET. IF  I  W A IT  FOR 
A U N IO N  PERSON, I'LL 
BE UNABLE TO DO M Y  
JO B  FOR A W E E K ._
fi.\tiXru
I ME NOT I
IF  ANYONE 
SEES YOU 
MOVE THE  
PC TONIGHT, 
TRY S A Y IN G  
YOU'RE
')
MAYBE I  
SHOULD JUST 
U5E THE  
ELEVATOR.
'T he  BOLD C O M M A N D ^ .  
STEALTHILY RELOCATES 
H IS  PC AT N IG HT, THUS . 
TH W A R TIN G  BURDENSOME 
U N IO N  RULES
YOU'RE ACCUSED OF STEALING 
H COMPUTER. WE’LL 
REDUCE THE CHARGE TO 
'XEWD CONDUCT W ITH  
APPLIANCES" IF  YOU'LL 
PLEAD GUILTY.
I'VE DECIDED TO 
A B A N D O N  LOGIC  
A N D  M A N A G E  BY 
C LIC H E S .
IT  W O N 'T BE EASY, 
BUT I'LL TAKE I t  
ONE B IR D  AT A 
T IM E .
AND REM EM B ER, 
THE CUSTOMER IS  
ALW AYS R IG H T - 
H A ND ED . T H IS  IS  
ACTUALLY AN  
, IMPROVEMENT.
z v ....
I
Word of the Day:
virelay (n) Any of several medieval French verse and song forms, esp. one in 
which each stanza has two rhymes, the end rhyme recurring as the first rhyme
of the following stanza.
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ACROSS 48 He wrote Thebes 127 English sand 38 Recipe 76 Typewriter
1 Robber "The Sea 87 Tree snake hill direction type
follower? Wolf" 88 Bearing 128 “Whither thou 40 Pays to play 77 Pub pints
6 Very elegant 53 Show to be 88 A thick ---..." 41 Drive off 78 City on the
10 Street urchin untrue liqueur DOWN 43 Put up with Oka
14 Unexpected 54 —  morgana 80 He created 1 Kind ol voice 44 Desert 78 Hoarfrost
defeat (a mirage) 'Uncle or singer garments 80 Hebrew
18 Greek market 55 TV role for Remus' 2 Once more 45 African river measure
place young Ron 82 Deprives of 3 Numbered 46 Venetian 84 Ship's prison
20 Singer Howard rights highway blind unit 86 Pinches
Guthrie 57 Town written 84 He wrote 4 Band on a 47 Alleviate 88 Miracle city
21 It's good for ol by 116 Th e shield 48 Clock face 81 Burn sightly
what alls you Across Executioner's G Seize 50 Malay chief 83 Airport
22 Deplorably 58 Apple- Song' roughly 51 Unique listings: abbr.
shabby growing 85 Fire or ball 6 Potter’s tool person 84 Island In
23 He wrote chemical starter 7 Synthetic 52 Overly Taiwan Strait
"Humboldt's 58 Perry 87 River ot fiber Inquisitive 86 Placed In
Gift" Mason's Hades 8 Undesirable 54 He wrote the rows
25 He's noted lor workload 88 “White—' roommate 'Studs 0B Easily
T h e  Caine 60 Quantities of (novel by 49 9 He wrote Lonlgan' broken
Mutiny" paper Across) Th e trilogy 80 TV's “—
27 Scene ol the 62 Shoshonean 88 Queen ot the Immigrants' 56 He wrote Dad"
crime Indians fairies 10 Bonn The Conduct 100 Higher In
28 Worldwide 63 Movie locale 102 Small piece exclamation ol Life" power
30 Name In high 64 Police 104 Engineer's 11 Regretted 58 Celtic or 101 He wrote
fashion olticer's org. 1 2 -Mrs. — • Maltese ‘Borstal Boy'
31 Central point collar7 105 —  precedent Goes to 61 Snub 103 French
32 Shot or step 65 Author of 106 Menu phrase Paris" haughtily economist
starter 'Advise and 108 — In one's 13 Deplore 64 Wood (or and pottldan
33 Secluded Consent' bonnet 14 Decorative baseball bats 105 Yarn
valley 67 Hebrew lyre 111 Equipment vase 66 Press for purchase
34 Capitol VIP 68 Dissipated 113 Ladder rungs 15 Chess piece payment 106 Love, to Luigi
36 Capital ol man 115 Wine vessels 16 Small porch 87 Members of 107 Noted
Yemen 68 He wrote 118 He wrote 17 Musical the cast penologist
38 Foollike ■Oliver's T h e  Cair study 68 Engrave, In a 108 Valuable
organ Story' 118 Co-author of 18 Small way possession
38 One-armed 75 Actress "Guys and children 70 — avis 110 Grafted, In
bandit feature Hubley Dolls' 24 King ot Moab 71 Cake heraldry
40 Calculating 78 Spanish gold 121 Egg-shaped 26 Synthetic decorator 112NetworK
snake? 81 Diplomat's 122 Italian noble liber 7 2 'Let the — 114 Double-reed
42 Hawaiian need house 28 Sparlan Times Roll" woodwind
goose 82 Skier's 123 Stir up queen 73 Fool's 115 Jason's ship
44 She wrote terrain 124 Harmonize 33 Merriment month? 117 Cut with an
‘Sense and 83 Apportion • 125 Make strong 35 An original 74 Whitman's ax
Sensibility' 84 Edge again member of '— of Grass' 118“Cerlalnlyr
47 Printed on a 85 Legendary 126 Coloring the SEC 75 He wrote 120 Scott Jopln
document king of agents 37 Wild ox True West" creation
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A G O R A H A R L O C U R E
S A U L B E L L O W H E R M
S 1 T L G L O B A L D 1 O
O N E a L E N R E P S A
S L O T A D D E R l ■  n
A U S T E N E N F A C E D
B E L 1 E F A T A o P 1 E
A L A R C A S E S R E A M
S E T A R R E S T A L L E
ùmB°@Q 'w x m
Written by John J. 
0 ’Sullivan...after his nineteenth 
cup of coffee.
Aries (March 21 to April 19)
W HERE’S MY CUP! I JUST 
LEFT IT HERE! I NEED MY 
CUP! AAAAAAAAAAAAA! 
Taurus (April 20 to May 20) 
TO O  M U C H , TO O  M U C H , 
M UST RUN A R O U N D  TH E 
STUDENTCENTER, SEE YOU 
LATER!
Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
CANnSTOFTALKNSREAUYCUCK 
LYIDRANKTOOMUCHCOFFEE 
ANDICANTSTOPTALKINGAAAA 
AAAARRRRRGHGHHHHHHH 
Cancer (June 21 to July 22) I 
am the great Cornholio. There 
will be TP for everyone! Heh heh 
heh heh heh heh heh heh. You 
are a bunghole. Heh heh heh 
heh heh.
Leo (July 23 to August 22)
SOMEBODY GET ME SOME 
D O W N E R S, M Y BR AIN  IS 
GOING TOO FAST!
Virgo (August 23 to September 
22) GIVE ME A CAFE MOCHA 
OR A SAFE W ILL FALL ON 
YOUR HEAD!
Libra (S ep tem b er 23 to  
October 22) I DON’T HAVE 
ANY MONEY! I SPENT IT ALL 
ON C O FFE E ! G IV E  ME
MONEY! I NEED TO BUY MY 
20th CUP TODAY!
S co rp io  (O c to b e r 23  to  
November 21) I’M NOT KIDDING! 
I’LLTAKE YOUR AUNT BERNICE 
HOSTAGE IF YOU D O N T GIVE 
ME THE COFFEE! DON’T PU\Y 
W ITH  M E! I’M N U TS!
HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAH! 
C aprico rn  (D ecem b er 22 to  
Ja n u a ry  19) W H Y  AM  I
A D D IC T E D  TO  C O F F E E ? !?  
W H Y  A R E YO U  R E AD IN G  
THIS?!? W HY DO I CARE? DO I 
EXIST?
(Philosophical moment of peace: I 
d rink  co ffe e , th e re fo re  I am , 
therefore everyone else doesn’t 
exist. Wait, no. Everyone else 
doesn’t exist, therefore coffee is, 
and I am. Or something.) 
A q u ariu s  (Jan u a ry  20 to  
February 18) W HERE DID MY 
EYES GO? THEY FELL OUT! I 
KN O W  T H E Y  FE LL O UT! 
W H ER E DID I PUT TH EM ?!? 
ARGH!
Pisces (February 19 to March 20)
Wow, the caffeine is starting to wear 
off. I can think now. Uh, nah. 
Thinking is overrated. I think I’ll get 
another Vanilla Bean blend.
B I C Y C L E
R A C I N G
L> W U R P N K 1 c; D B Z X V S
O o M K I G E E c M A V W u H
K s O P N L J c N U H F E E C
S c I P M V L o A I S X L S A
V E A x (Cv E L o n> R O M E) L c
V u V R s 11 O A A E E B P A V
N M K O T J O E H T E O F I c
E C B A L R Ci Z S 1 V P A R L
X V I U F O T N I R P S S T 1
T R R F O P O M E C K I H G S
T E O E C N A R E E D R U O T
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally.
Criterium
Cyclist
Gears
G lo v e s
H e lm e ts
O fl-road
O ly m p ic s
S p e e d
Sprint Trials
S ta g e  race  Triathlon
Tour d e  F ran ce  V e lo d r o m e  
Track
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Dorks on the Scene
Fiday night. 9:30 p.m. The bar was uncommonly dead for such a normally busy night. 
Robert, the barkeep/owner of John’s 
Tavern, was bored. He was in the one 
comer of the bar, reading a book. The book, 
“Don’t Bludgeon Your Fellow Man” by 
Dr. Mark Foupbuig 
was put on his 
required reading list 
after a judge told 
him to take 
sensitivity training 
classes. The judge 
didn’t normally 
suggest to people 
that they become 
more sensitive, 
which by itself isn’t 
a bad thing, but 
suggested it to 
Robert since he 
punched out five 
people in a bar 
brawl th;il he started 
last week. This isn’t
unusual, due to Robert’s abrasive attitude 
towards life, but it is unusual since the brawl 
was in his own bar.
“One, learn to confront and con­
trol your anger,” the book said. “If you 
feel that your anger is welling up, count 
to ten, and breathe deep. Think of 
things that relax you, such as water­
falls, a cup of tea, or a moment in your 
life where you were truly relaxed." 
“Bite me,” Robert said to the
book.
As Robert said “bite me,” he 
noticed that the book had a footnote 
on the bottom on the page. “If you 
said "bite me’, "goto hell’, or any other 
expletive-based statement during this 
chapter, please turn to page 89.” Rob­
ert was curious, so he turned to page 
89. “Why did you try to hurt my feel­
ings?” the book begged. “What did I 
ever do to you? You keep hurting 
people, like a MONSTER! YOU 
BRUTE! IF I WERE THERE, 
I’D...I’D...I’D REALLY BE UPSET!” 
Robert giggled at the book. 
“Wuss," Robert muttered. He giggled 
again. Actually, he giggled for about 
five minutes. After the giggling, a fit 
of laughing hit his body hard, to the 
point where he was apoplectic.
"Urn, excuse me, um. I'd like a 
beer, if that’s okay with you,” said a 
customer.
"HAHAIIAHHAHA1 1ABAHIAIIAH! 
B R U T E !  
AHHAHAHAHHAHAHHAA,” 
Robert replied, while writhing on the 
floor from the fit of laughter.
“I know you’re busy laughing 
and all, but, um. I NEED A BEER,”
Robert continued laughing, not 
having a care in the world. He was 
getting slightly annoyed by the cus­
tomer, even though he was still in a 
jolly mood. He took the book, held it 
back, and tossed it into the air. The 
book left his hand, flew through the
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
the customer asked again.
air, and became acquainted intimately 
with the custom er’s head. The 
customer’s head, which wasn’t too 
keen on the whole experience, decided 
to shut down for awhile in annoyance. 
The customer’s body followed suit, 
and he fainted.
The customer, who was also 
known as Jack J. O’Conner, was not 
used to having self-help books thrown 
at him. Instead, he was used to throw­
ing books at walls while in fits of 
writer’s block. Jack is a writer for a 
huge leading international press syn­
dicate, who’s strange brand of humor 
appeals to most Americans. The weird 
thing is this: nobody knows what he 
looks like, or who he is, but everyone 
reads his articles. He isn’t too upset 
about this—in fact, he’s quite happy 
with his anonymity. He’s a rather shy 
guy, and he doesn’t care for the large 
amounts of attention. Large groups of 
people scare him.
Jack J. O’Conner didn’t even go 
into this famed singles bar to meet any­
one. He just wanted a Black and Tan. 
You see, he had a terrible day. Before 
I continue, let me note that he won’t 
develop rabies, and the dog belongs to 
someone who will become relevant in 
future articles.
Jack lives in nearby Ballfistville 
where he works at home, and he sends 
his articles to his syndicate via e-mail. 
Jack normally begins his day with a 
quick trip to the gym, followed by a 
shower at home, and a light to medium 
breakfast. He then watches cartoons 
to grab quick bits of information and 
cultural stuff for his articles. After that, 
he sits in front of his computer, staring
at a blank screen for about an hour. Af­
ter he curses at the screen for not help­
ing him write anything, he ends up 
playing Tetris for about an hour after 
that. Once he’s done playing Tetris, 
ideas start attacking his brain, and his 
fingers are usually set into motion, pro­
ducing lucid 
humorous so­
cial commen­
taries. He edits 
the copy, sends 
it to the syndi­
cate, and then 
eats lunch. The 
rest of the day is 
his to goof off 
with, or do en- 
t e r t a i n i n g 
things with his 
friends.
But today 
wasn’t a normal 
day. He woke 
up, got out of 
bed, and slipped 
on a piece of clothing that he threw on 
the ground the night before. After he 
rubbed his hurt elbow and muttered 
some obscenities, he put on his sweat 
clothes and headed to the gym. He got 
in his car, and drove to the nearby Jack 
Loolaine, only to be cut off by three 
cars, and a paper boy on a mountain 
bike. He got to the gym, went to a 
weight bench, and started his chest 
workout. He put his normal amount 
of weight on the bar, although he swore 
that the weights felt a bit heavier than 
usual. What nobody told him is that 
all of the weights were repainted, and 
renumbered with the wrong weight 
numbers, and he put on around 100 
pounds more than he usually lifted. 
After he nearly strangled himself when 
the bar headed towards his neck, he put 
the misnumbered weights away, mut­
tered more obscenities, went on the ex­
ercise bike (which went very well), and 
then went home.
At home, Jack had his breakfast. 
The cereal, which he bought not but 
two days ago, was so stale, that he 
nearly chipped one of his teeth. Jack 
was getting annoyed, so he threw the 
cereal out his kitchen window. The 
cereal decided to hit a Rotweiler in the 
head, which just happened to be out­
side his kitchen window for no appar­
ent reason whatsoever. This annoyed 
the Rotweiler. The dog decided that it 
would be a good time to exact his re­
venge at the cereal tosser so he jumped 
threw the window, into the kitchen, and 
started to chase Jack around his house. 
The Rotweiler then bit Jack to show 
his extreme displeasure for his cereal 
tossing, and then ran right out of the
by John J. O’Sullivan
house. The bite wasn’t that bad— it 
was more of a graze than anything, but 
it bled a little bit, so he put a Band-Aid 
on it, and put a mental note in his head 
to go to the doctor’s office to get a ra­
bies test. “Damnit, what is going on 
today?,” Jack asked the house. The 
house, lacking an ability to speak, said 
nothing.
The only positive thing about this 
whole debacle was that Jack saw an 
idea for his daily article, and rushed 
immediately to his computer to start 
writing. His computer, infected with 
the dreaded Windows 95 infection, 
booted up normally...that is until smoke 
started billowing out of the disk drive 
slot and the monitor immediately 
caught on fire. Jack sprung away from 
the computer, got a fire extinguisher 
from the kitchen, and sprayed the 
whole thing down. After the fire was 
out, he took the computer, threw it on 
the ground, got a sledgehammer from 
his shed, and hacked the computer (lit­
erally) into individual, bite-sized 
pieces. He then went to his bedroom, 
took out a notebook and a pen, wrote 
his article. He also wrote:
t H e .  U H C I B o M & e .R  
HOD aoMttHIHGi
in laige, kid-like lettering. He then went 
to his car, went all the way up the 
Turnpike, and went into New York City 
to his syndicate’s headquarters. The 
traffic was terrible, and he made it into 
the city around 7 p.m., which when he 
was normally goofing off. He walked 
into his editor’s office half giggling and 
half crazed, and dropped the scribbly 
handwritten article on her desk.
“Why isn’t this typed? And why 
didn’t you e-mail it? Your handwrit­
ing is utterly atrocious! I don’t want 
to type this in!” she said.
“SHUT UP! SHUT UP! SHUT 
UP! SHUT UP! I NEED A BEER!,” 
Jack eloquently replied. He then elo­
quently rushed out of the office, went 
into his parked car, and drove back 
home. He stopped by Trowelsville, 
New Jersey, around 9:30 p.m. to a lo­
cal bar to get a beer, and then a psy­
chotic bartender hit him in the head 
with a self-help book.
Jack was too unconscious at the 
moment to notice this, and Robert was 
still too busy laughing, but far above 
the Earth, in huge invisible alien ships, 
the ancient alien race of Zugarti X-15, 
were having quite a laugh.
TUNE IN NEXT WEEKTO SEE 
IF JOHN J...OOPS...JACK J. 
O’CONNER WAKES UP, AND IF  
ROBERT IS STILL LAUGHING!
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Valid Carrier: United Airlines/Shutlle by Unlted/Unlted Express.
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 contiguous United 
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Min/Max Slay: Salurday-night stay minimum. RETURN TRAVEL MUST BE THE IMME­
DIATE MONDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE, AN EXCEPTION FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN ZONES 
A-C, RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEDIATE TUESDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE. 
Mileage Pius Accrual: Discounted travel is eligible lor Mileage Plus credit. 
Ticketing: E-Tickeling only (eleclronic ticketing service).
Taxes/Service Charges: All tees, taxes and surcharges including Passenger Facility Charges 
(up to $12) are the responsibility of the passenger and must be paid at time ol ticketing.
Cert Restrictions: Certificate is required for discount and must be presented at time 
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ZoneC-AZ CA NV OR WA try discount/ military/government/joint/interline/wholesale/bulk).
not replaceable if lost or stolen. No cash value; may not be sold or bartered. Protection 
lor flight Irregularities will be on United/Uniled Express/Shuttle by United Nights only. 
Discount applies to new purchases only and will not be honored retroactively or in 
connection with the exchange ol any wholly or partially unused ticket One lickel per 
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©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated
Agency Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMA/AV0027 for detailed information
1. Treat as Type 'A’ Discount Certificate
-Use Fare Basis Code: VE14N STU
VE14N STD (zones A -C )
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Hrotkers of Tketa Xi,
Tkank you for your keif 
during tb s  semesters 
"kusb
Wjitkout tke entire 
chafter s work, I  
couldn’t  kave done 
anytbng
Congratulations on 
f  inmng hfl-tJE neta 
Associate Mem­
bers/ (Set 
ready to laork 
for next se­
mester.
Tim,
(Samma Mu L7
To my codie.
C  ;s for cookie.
Lave,
TouJble s tu ff
Vinny,
'Haying Lard to get leases you 
kard and gets you notakere!
Tre fal
KITSCH SUCKS!
S S O 'S
You look se*y ¡n tka t robe.
Take me back to your 
chambers/
Sue
Tom + Erin,
Lnyoy tke 
Love skoia 
wtkout me.
Ton’t  taorry,
I ’ve got 
tke
album s,
I  'll yust 
flay 'em 
really loud_
Tke
Neglected One 
Enn,
You may be a 
w tch  but J-’ve 
got tke broom, 
baby/
Your favorite mainte­
nance worker
Erin,
fVei-t time tke murder stays
in!
Sue
Sue,
Is  it true tka t 
Sforts always 
comes up 
short?
/Jodi
Sodi,
\kJitkout a doubt/ 
Sue
To you uoant to see 
my modey?
Hease! HET 
MY
MOiJ- 
KEY!
TOUCH
UfIT/
UOVE 
XT!
To tke 
Hb Sg  
Hi Ini­
tiates,
You are 
doing
great! Keef uf tke good work. 
\kjelcome to tke family!
Lave, Hrofket
Cliffkanger (Hk/SgHi)
\kjatch out for Hetty
Crockers’ Candy! 
It 's  a gas!
Hrofket CHkiSgHi)
Sarge and Hook 
(PbSigH)
Smile! \Kle wuv you1
tke world— \tj;sk you were kere 
witk me during tke day.
Tkark (Sod for "all over 
deeds” a t mgkt. Haffy 
Valentine’s Toy!
Your fav
Kevin CTX)
HOJJI/K'
Lave, T S , Tommy, 
and \Klkiffit Hoy
T o d d y
Haffy Valentine's Tay! You 
are very sfeaal to me.
Lave, Teddi Hear
¿Jen
(THbO)
I  kofe 
you read 
tke rest 
of tke 
fa fer  
before 
you read 
tbs. How 
are tke 
fixtures?
T;m
T ke “flease skut
fersonal of tke  
week.
Tino.
ixm ’t  ue rule? Vje rule! W  bottles 
loter, ond us ¿rls ore still stonxknj! 
G o us1 G o us! G o us! Go us/ 
G o usf Go us*
-SolIj
Congrats to tke new /fesocíate 
Members of Tketa Xi-tke X I 
class (Sood luck on tke way 
guys. I t ’s wortk
it.
freakgr! tke fussy cat,
I  make you furr like a 
c a t ¡n keat, and we're 
not really acquainted yet? 
I  ca n t wait to get to 
know you better! ;-) 
freakboy
.» t. , 'Jr-. C«.- •, -
To Team I (FbSgH!) 
‘T idn’t  we go to Haby 
CSaf?!?” He ke ke, 
sorry guys!
Hrofket (HbSgh')
To my most favorest boy ¡n
Tketa
X;
Hrotkers,
Tkark you 
for your 
keif and 
suffort
Witk
rusk 
I
caiti-
kave
d o n e  any- 
tbng wtkout you guys. S tay  
tuned-T/f HOMH!
(SM LI
Heofle wko glue uf flyers
W L £ !
(SM LI
-To;* my Frat!
Heer * Ckicks!
Huy your friends!
/Joe,
I V  tak-
fe rson-
Sodi
Sigma 
Telta Hb, 
(Sood luck 
to our 
IDIst f  ledge 
class!
Sen and Kristen 
(STHbl
(Sood luck! \Kle 
know you’ll do a 
wonderful yob'
Lave, your
sisters.
S i g m a  ”  Telta Hb,
Haffy SDtk Anniversary!
CL-UH-College L i f e  Union 
Hoard (Seneral meetings— 
Monday ? p.»v\. S C  Call 
*5232 for more info.
KITSCH SUCKS'
• *. .• * r, ' . '* f* J *. *
L ick my p»nk tbng
\tJkere were you table toe uoere 
getting bgk?
Kate, You are doing a great 
yob' Keef uf tke 
good work!
CL.UH
Sara,
You 
must 
teach 
me 
kota
______ I
kavent a damn clue,
altkougk I  kave enougk 
firewood for tke nefit eig^t 
years, catching trees 
kas lost its charm_ 
S o k n
Andy (CL-UH),
(Sood luck wtk -Spr;^  \}Jeek!
Kristy THE CHICK./
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m zdtezzdm SM rS
Hpomie (SXaHS),
Good luck ¡n your
r ^ y
L.ove you, 
me (SlSFk)
Ckrystie (StaHS)
Happy Birtkday!
L-ove, 
your S^ nna 
sisters
Sackie 
(FkSig)
AJo more 
internet 
dating and 
(definitely no 
more ckecks/
T P S U
Kim
Betk (FkSg)
H«? K&s a small.
X F S U
Stripper
Sen, Kim, +
Xaanelle CFkSig)
X bounced my f  irst ckecX 
Tkanks -for all of your support 
X lore you guys/
S a cke  (HjSig)
Someday you will find me 
caugkt beneitk a landslide, 
in a ckampagne supernove in 
tke sky.
Kim A CFkSg)
A/o more cybermen.
S a cke  CFkiSig)
Soin tke AtSU Emergency 
Sledical Service Foundation. 
Call *IZ?-/30i for more info.
Can you blou me wkere tke 
Trampers™ is?
Tkere’s still time to become 
fa r t of At-St/s 1st and best 
national sorority. Call Sell at 
'HLrGf3S to f  ind out kou.
Husk ~Hj Sigma Sig mo.
Henee (HjSg),
\kle missed Saturday,
Sly ueek is not compete now! 
XFSU U  Sem
ShcXele, Stacy, Slona, 
Stepkane:
Good L-uck! Soon to 
be fd j S$/
L J  Sem
"Hj  S g
Help me out of
tke t z x -
AA/GLE!
TFSU l—il 
Senn
HUSH FHX 
S X G S IA  
S L G S IA !
Sleepy CFkSigFO 
Xaoes ske kave  a  
licence?
CJ if f  kanger
CFkSgFi)
- S S O ’S
Craig
laid you get all tke Jitter o ff 
of your face?
L-ove, L-isa
Craig
How conni? X didn’t  get to 
uear your <^?rs?y?
L-ore, L-isa
Spotter, ok 
Spotter
Tke elusive red 
pin.
\Ukat???
X know ukat tke X stones 
for! H» ka!
Craig
Gan X see your XXa?
e s i - M jo u s j
L-isa,
T>oes kis armpit koir turn you 
on?
l—ove,
Kerne
A ¿s for 
Amy u)ko 
fell doun tke 
stairs
Ske’s electric,
ske’s in a family full of ec­
centrics
Ske’s done tkings XV<? never 
expected,
and X need more time.
Aey, don’t  suck any d*%J- on 
tke way to tke parking lot!
Bolder City. Tke place ukere 
\kliccan kas met tke Captain
L-Ove, \kjiccan and Xnsk of ker dreams
Oradell
(F kS ft
'lour
keadligkts are 
on!
Cliff kanger 
CFkrSig¡Pi)
\kJe kave tkis bold 
tk a t wi fass 
around-
Old A/avy 
Boding Skirts 
Hide!
L-isa,
A/'ce work m tke 
pkone bootk!
L-Ove, Kerne
Hey L-isa,
How’s tke captains 
ckair?
L—ore,
Kerne 
dj'ccan,
Xad you kook up wrtk Capskd? 
L-ove, Xnsk
I  bet you can’t  really read 
tk;s personal very uiell because 
it's all uorped and morpked!
X kave tke flu, and it 
sucks
Tim
KITSCH SUCKS!
To tke A/u class of ~Fki Sgma 
~h-kave you found Baby Gap 
yet?
I—ove, CI i f f  kanger 
CFkiSigF;)
Floss CTX)
You don't emst.
S S O 'S  CTX)
-X;nn, (Aty little 
brotker)
mS!!?? Ok will, X 
guess X'JI yust
kave to get bet- ArJJ X kave Jitter in my 
er eyeball,
to make
sure you X kave ketckupjn my kair!
are more 
Tknfy. 
(?tk point)
Kerne,
X unissi^ , my small angels by
T;m CTketa seconds1
Craig
\klkere’s tke 
garden kose? 
Or are you 
using tke 
!to;lf*fi now? 
L-ove,
\kJiCCon an d  Xnsk
Crap, X yxst spilled uarm 
coffeejon my cro tck Arjk 
- S S O ’S
L-uv. L-isa
HUSH THETA XX/ \UE 
ULKE SFH/}Y AXdESXVE!
KLTSCH HULES OKAY?
Okay, X don’t  kave anymore 
personals and X kave to fiH Z 
pages of tkese tkings! I  
guess X’ll moke tke tent kuge 
and add some obnomous clipart. 
Okay, tk a t’s better_
- S S O ’S
ps KITSCH SUCKS!!!!
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• Help Wanted •
Camp Counselors- resident girls camp- 
Oak Ridge, NJ. FT, live-in, archery, 
tennis, horseback riding, dramatics. 
Salary- $1200 - $1500. 201-239-2877. 
Also hiring full time child care.
Work for a magazine!!! *Full time front 
desk/editorial assistant. Co-op students 
welcome! C onvenient location— 
Bergenfield, NJ. Interested? Call 201 - 
501-0200.
•  Apartment for Rent •
Large, furnished room on Upper 
Mountain Avenue. Private staircase 
from kitchen to 3rd floor, cable & phone 
jack. No smoking, references & one 
month’s security. $375 per month. Call 
783-5424.
•  Fund raisers •
FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campus orga­
nization can raise up to $1000 by earn­
ing a whopping $5.00/VISA application. 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT
•  Child Care Wanted •
Child care: In our Fairfield home, two 
daughters (ages 5 & 9); excellent salary, 
Monday - Friday, 1:30 PM to 6:30 PM. 
Must have d riv e r’s license, 
transportation & references. Call 201 - 
882-9643.
Caring and reliable baby-sitter needed 
by Montclair family with two children 
ages 2 and 5 months. Please call Jennifer 
with references, 655-0246.
W anted... patient, kind, energetic 
individual to care for my 2 boys in my 
home on Thursdays from 12:00 - 2:00 
PM. Short hours for excellent pay. Call 
Jodi at (2010 667-4918.
•  For Sale •
Technics Rack System. Phono, 
equalizer, receiver, dual cassette, 5 CD 
changer, cabinet. $500 or best offer. 746- 
0039. Call after 6:00.
• Help Wanted •
The Montclarion is looking for writers, 
editors, and good folk of all kind to aid 
in the paper’s weekly production. The 
pay is minimal. (Zero, to be exact). 
However, the experience is priceless. 
Call 655-5169 for more info.
C H E V Y  C H A S E
BEVERLY D ’ANGELO RANDY QUAID
V a c a t i o n
This tim e th e  G risw o ld s  
are on a roll.
AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE FEBRUARY 14th
^  j Snowboard
1 / ^  I  &  fruto
$239
SpringBreak "97" 
Mont Sutton, Canada
♦ ♦ 5  DAY LIFT TICKET 
♦ ♦ 5  NIGHTS LODGING 
♦  ♦ 5  NIGHTS PARTIES
55 sums , Walk lo Ufts from the condos 
2 3  B la c k  D iam onds, H appy H ou r e u e m  D ay.
1 -800-848-9545
• Spring Break •
SPRING BREAK ‘97! Cancún, Baha­
mas, Jamaica & Florida. 7-meal plan 
only $ 19.00pp. Group organizers EARN 
FREE TRIPS & CASH....Call us to­
day 1-800-700-0790.
Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise Island, 
from $379. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties 
and More! Organize small group- earn 
FREE trips plus commissions! Call 1- 
800-9-BEACH-1.
CANCÚN • NASSAU • MAZARAN
©
CBE na© @ai 
httD://www.takeabreak.com
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
Public chaw IA b to Cacai Nas ad Miada at iù AV Adanc Aimji 
Qum (gran iTib A Brcá Stala foni An 0 ^ ^
To place a Classified 
Ad please call the Ad 
Dept, at 655-5237. 
The cost perinsertion is 
$10 for up to 30 
words, and $20 for 
31-40 words, etc.
With our WAY LOW Spring Surf V  Shred fares, you can FLY to the sweetest 
slopes or the hottest beaches and have cash left over to buy plenty of eats, even 
your own hotel room. With deals like these, you can live so large, your folks will 
think you're blowing your book money. Check Out Our Way Low Fares:
SHRED FARES SURF FARES
From The EAST To COLORADO SPRINGS' To The COASTS
Atlanta f 99*
Chicago/MIdway *69*
Dallas/Ft. Worth *69*
Indianapolis *69*
Washington, D.C./Dulles *109*
Houston *81**
Tulsa $49**
Kansas City $49**
New York/Newark *109*
Oklahoma City $49**
From The WEST
Phoenix *49*
San Diego *69*
San Francisco *69*
Seattle *79*
Los Angeles *69*
Portland *79*
For More Information, Call
Western Pacific Reservations Today:
1 - 8 0 0 - 9 3 0 - 3 0 3 0
or call your travel agent, 
www.wesfpoc.com
Los Angeles *139*
Los Angeles *99*
Los Angeles *139*
Los Angeles *99*
Los Angeles *159*
San Diego *149**
San Diego *129**
San Francisco $59**
San Francisco *139*
San Francisco *119**
Miami *159**
Miami *149**
Miami *149**
Miami *149**
Orlando *139*
Orlando $159*
'f ro m  the Springs catch a Mountain Air Express 
fligh t to Colorado's primo powder!
Western Pad fid
A I R L I N E S
Terms and Conditions: All fa r«  are based on one-way travel and are subject to change. Far« must be purchased 
at time of booking.'Fares are valid on night flights departing between the hours o f 7:55 p.m. and 7:20 a.m. 
only and require a 14-day advance purchase. These fares are not valid on flights departing at any other times. 
“ Fares require a 21-day advance purchase and are va lid  for designated off-peak travel times only. 
Fares do not include up to 512 in additional Passenger Facility Charges. All purchases are nonrefundable. Changes 
may be made prior to scheduled departure time only for a $35 change fee, plus any increase in new fare. Failure 
to notify Western Pacific of itinerary changes prior to departure time or no-show w ill result in total forfeiture 
of payment. All fares and change fees are subject to change w ithout notice. Seats at all advertised fares are 
limited and other restrictions may apply.© 1997 Western Pacific Airlines
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WOMEN, Cont. from 
back page
sophomore Wykemia Kelly 
(Paterson), worked the 
backcourt well, as Villalta had 
six points, eight rebounds, five 
assists and six steals, with Kelly 
adding five points and 
rebounds, and six assists.
Against Kean College, 
aside from the Cougar’s Gail 
Gilcrest’s 26 points, the Red 
Hawks spread the ball around 
and came up with a victory.
Klingert had 21 points, 
five assists and five steals, with 
junior guard Jill Schultz (West 
Milford) and senior forward 
Tracy Singletary (Keasby) each 
having 14 points.
“We played the best 
basketball I’ve seen this team 
play in the first half all season. 
I was impressed with our ability 
to work together on defense,” 
said Coach Bradley, “Lisa 
(Villalta) had a school record- 
tieing 11 steals, we shot 50 
percent from the floor and 70 
percent from the line. It was 
one of those games where 
everything just clicked.”
Villalta also had eight 
assists for the game. Kelly had 
10 points, six assists, and five 
steals and freshman forward 
Lindsay Robinson
(Shrewsbury) added 10 of her 
own points, as well as pulling 
down eight rebounds. Ingram 
boasted eight points of her own 
with six rebounds.
Coach Bradley said, "We 
have to go into our next four 
games and play the same way 
we did in the first half against 
Kean. We want to put ourselves 
in the best possible position we 
can for the playoffs. That first 
half against Kean set a tone for 
what we’re capable of doing, 
and I don’t think we’ve played 
that well since Antigua.”
In the New Jersey Athletic 
Conference (NJAC), Klingert 
holds the fifth position in 
scoring with 285 points, 
averaging 13.6 per game, 
sinking 92 of 199 field goal 
attempts for a .462 average. 
Villalta finds herself in two 
positions, third for assists with 
95 (4.8 avg.) and second in 
steals with 97 (4.9 avg.).
The Red Hawks will host 
R u t g e r s / C a m d e n o n  
Wednesday, Feb. 12 and travel 
to Jersey City on Saturday, Feb. 
15 for a 2 p.m. contest.
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Junior forward Patrick Preciose (Carteret) comes down with a 
rebound in the MSU loss to Rowan last Wednesday.
Senior guard Rohan Sutherland shooting for two of his 17 
points in the blowout loss to Rowan College.
Thursday, February 13, 1997
MSU’s Grade  
Jiu-Jitsu Team 
Competes in 
Virginia.
by T o m  M alloy G rade Jiu-Jitsu can easily 
STAFF WRITER beat a black belt of 20 years
The MSU Gracie Jiu in any other style.”
Jitsu Team competed again, The members of the 
this time at the Gracie Jiu- MSU G racie Team are: 
Jitsu Open Championships Jason Iorio, Dan Quinones, 
in Richm ond, VA. The Tom M alloy, Gary 
tournam ent was held by O denthal, and Anthony 
undefeated Extrem e DiPrimo, They have trained 
Fighting Champion Ralph with many o f the Gracie 
Gracie, considered by some brothers including Royce, 
to be the toughest man in the Renzo, Royler, and Rickson 
world, pound for pound. Gracie.
Gracie Jiu-Jitsu, also Last W eekend’s
called Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, is tournament is considered to 
a unique martial art. Most be the toughest tournament 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu stylists on the East Coast. Iorio, 
prefer to be associated with Quinones and M alloy 
“wrestlers” than “martial competed in the event. All 
artists.” Gracie Jiu-Jitsu three fought valiant and 
was created in Brazil in close bouts.
1925 and perfected by the M alloy faced the 
brothers o f  the G racie eventual champion Nestor 
family. The brothers then Rodriguez. After Malloy 
passes the art to their sons, applied a choke and 
who represent the style Rodriguez had Malloy in an 
today. arm -lock, the fight was
Ninety-five percent of eventually stopped due an 
all fights end up on the illegal procedure applied by 
ground, yet all martial arts Malloy. Q uinones, a 
teach you how to fight heavyw eight, met the 
standing up. Gracie Jiu- defending champion. 
Jitsu is the only martial art Towards the end of the fight 
based entirely on ground he ran out o f gas and, 
fighting, and the moves although he dominated the 
require no strength or size, fight early on, he lost to a 
Most of the G racie’s are judge’s decision. Iorio also 
small or skinny, yet they lost his bout. He was 
have had an open challenge defeated by Carlos 
for 70 years. They will fight Machado’s lop student, 
anyone, any where, anytime, Following the
in a no-holds barred fight to tournament Iorio said, “This 
prove the effectiveness o f was the toughest tournament 
their style. The Gracie 1 have ever seen. The 
brothers foiight all com petition was fierce 
competitors, regardless of a because the tournament was 
weight or strength so*prestigkH,s-” 
advantage, and have The MSU Gracie Team
remained undefeated. will continue to compete
A fter the in itial throughout the semester, 
coverage o f the Ultimate They currently train in the 
Fighting Championship on wrestling room at Panzer 
Pay-Per-View, Gracie Jiu- Gym. They hold an open 
Jitsu spread across the class Wednesdays from 8:30 
country due to its simplicity until 10:30 at night. Anyone 
and effectiveness. One who is interested in learning 
renowned Kung-Fu expert this growing form of 
claimed, A man with as little competition is encouraged to 
as one year of experience in attend.
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MEN’S, Cont. from 
back page
from the field and added a team 
high four assists. Sutherland 
was also four for 13 from the 
field, fowler, in his return to 
the starting lineup, scored four 
points, grabbed seven 
rebounds, and had four steals 
while playing 39 minutes.
In the front-court, Rex 
added a very solid game-high 
16 points, nine rebounds, and 
tied Fowler for the team lead 
in blocks with three. Weipz 
also had nine boards, and 
contributed with four points 
before fouling out with 4:47 
remaining in the game. Alicea 
scored eight points and had 
seven rebounds in 24 minutes.
The Red Hawks shot a 
dismal 31 % from the field and 
62% from the free throw line. 
As Rex said last week, the team 
has got to make their free
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Senior guard Heidi Klingert (Linwood) reacts to an unfavorable referee call against MSU
throws, because their 11 missed 
free throws at Kean probably 
cost them the game. They 
rebounded and boxed out much 
better though. They'had 44 
rebounds compared to 47 for 
the Cougars.
On Wednesday, February 
12 the Red Hawks host the 2- 
18 Rutgers-Camden Pioneers in 
a game the Red Hawks must 
win to keep any post-season 
hopes alive, and to save 
them selves from the 
embarrassment of losing to a 2- 
18 team. Expect MSU to play 
very aggressively and snap 
their four game skid. Game­
time is at 8 p.m. in Panzer Gym. 
On Saturday, February 15 the 
Red Hawks travel to play the 
14-6 Jersey City State College 
Gothic Knights at 8 p.m. Look 
for a closely played game, and 
a possible upset victory for the 
Red Hawks.
Spring sports are just around the corner, and the 
Montclarion is looking for writers! Call 655-5169 
or email at demercuriod@alpha.montclair.edu
MSU Red Hawk 
Basketball 
Schedule
Men’s Basketball
February
15 at ‘ Jersey City State 8:00
19 at ‘ Rutgers-Newark 7:30
22 *The College of NJ 4:00
26 NJAC Playoff TBA
28 NJAC Championship TBA
Women’s Basketball
February
15 at ‘ Jersey City State 6:00
19 at ‘ Rutgers-Newark 5:30
22 ‘The College of NJ 2:00
27 NJAC Playoff TBA
March
1 NJAC Championship TBA
5 NCAA First Round TBA
8-9 NCAA Play-Offs TBA
15-16 NCAA Play-Offs TBA
All “ *s” deno te  N JA C  C on tes ts
Sure We Build Amazing Theme Parks, 
But We Also Build Amazing Résumés.
>
ZZ
V
As part of 
the Walt Disney 
World® College Program,
you can do some pretty amazing things.
• Learn from some of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industry.
• Work behind the scenes at the world's number one vacation destination.
• Live with people from all over the world.
The opportunities are priceless! And so is the experience. You must attend our 
Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume now.
Ask our Representative about special opportunities for those students who speak Portuguese.
INTO SESSION DATE: Thursday, February 20 TIME: 11:00 am 
FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT: la c k  Sam uels (201) 655-7073
Also visit us at www.careermosaic.com/cm/wdw/wdvvl.htiril
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Women’s basketball begins to struggle
by D ennis L. D eMErcurio 
Sports Editor
Despite freshman 
forward Felicia Ingram’s (S. 
Brunswick) best collegiate 
game scoring 16 points and 
grabbing 10 rebounds, the Red 
Hawks lost last week to Rowan 
College, 73-60. They 
rebounded quickly, however, 
by defeating Kean College on 
Saturday, 8 1 -63.
Heidi Klingert
(Linwood), a senior guard, had 
a team-high 20 points against 
Rowan, but the team as a whole 
had a dismal 34.3 field goal 
percentage, scoring on 25 of 73 
attempts. MSU failed at the 
line as well, sinking only a mere 
third of their shots, 7 for 21.
Head Coach Gloria 
Bradley said, "We actually 
came out better in the first half 
than we did against William 
Paterson. The key to us not 
winning Rowan's game was 
simply us just not hitting our 
free throws. Had we done that, 
it’s a tie ball game. That’s one 
we let slip away. It was a 
golden opportunity because we 
played well, except for our free 
throws.”
Both guards, senior Lisa 
Vi Malta (Harrison) and 
Continued on p . 26
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TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Freshman forward Lindsay Robinson (Shrewsbury) battling for 
one of her 14 rebounds in her last two games.
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Sophomore guard Wykemia Kelly (Paterson) speeding down 
the court after snatching one other five steals against Kean.
Men’s basketball lose two straight...again
by J eff Ehrlich 
A ssistant Sports Editor
Rowan College, the 
defending national champions, 
visited Panzer Gym on 
Wednesday, February 5 and 
walked away winners for the 
25th consecutive time, as they 
killed the Red Hawks, 97-72. 
Three days later, Kean College 
squeaked out a 6 1-58 victory 
over the Red Hawks in Union.
Seventy-two points is 
enough to beat an ordinary 
opponent, but not one with the 
talent that Rowan College has. 
For a good indication of their 
superiority, examine their 
depth. For instance, Lawrence 
Justice scored 20, pulled down 
I 4 rebounds, and had five
blocks all coming off the bench. 
Or, look at their size. They play 
two huge 6-7 forwards (Chris 
McShane and Andy Thies), 
which would explain the 66 to 
29 rebounding edge for the 
Profs. But, in any aspect of the 
game, the 20-0 Profs have a 
huge advantage (some say an 
unfair one) over any of their 
New Jersey Athletic 
Conference (NJAC) foes.
Sutherland led the Red 
Hawks in scoring during the 97- 
72 loss to the Profs. He had 17 
points, four assists, and three 
rebounds while playing a game 
high 29 minutes. Felix Alicea 
(Perth Amboy) scored 12 
points, grabbed four rebounds, 
and had a team high three
blocks while finishing six of 
seven from the field. John 
Weipz (Waretown) and Harry 
Jones-Bey (East Orange) 
scored nine points in the loss to 
Rowan.
Jones-Bey described the 
loss this way, "It was a disaster, 
this game. They got a lot of fast 
breaks on us and scored a lot of 
easy lay-ups, most of their 
points were scored in 
transition.”
Sutherland, who was 
clearly disgusted, shook his 
head and said after the game, 
"I don't know, I think we’re a 
good team we just— I don't 
know. Rebounding has been 
our problem all year. We don't 
rebound at all, we don’t box out
and if we don’t do that, you 
can’t win many games at all. 
Hopefully when practice 
comes tomorrow that's what 
we’ll be working on.” He 
continued by stating the 
team’s goal for the remainder 
of the season.
He said, "We’re going 
to try to win our last five 
games and get in the 
ECAC’s” The Red Hawks 
tried to win the first of their 
next five, but came up short, 
losing to Kean College, 61- 
58.
BJ. Reilly (Middlesex) 
and Sutherland had 12 points 
apiece Saturday afternoon. 
Reilly finished four for 13
Continued on p. 27
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Stats of the Week:;
Lisa Villalta (Harrison) ties a 
MSU school record with 11 
steals in one game against 
Kean College.
Heidi Klingert (Linwood) 
moves into the 6th place all- 
time with 1, 156 career 
points.
. .... ____ ''
